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“The bootcamp was more
than I expected. The
information that was provided
was exceptional.”
– 2021 Bootcamp Attendee

3
CEUs
available

Livestream Mini Bootcamp at TechNet Augusta
Or join us in the Estes Room at the Augusta Marriott
August 18, 2:30 - 5:30 PM EDT
Join CompTIA, GDIT, Rackspace Technologies and HPE to learn more about practical steps to ensure network resilience.
This three-hour, online mini-bootcamp will center on the latest best practices for identifying, managing, monitoring
and verifying a secure supply chain.
This event will include a panel discussing global Cyber Security Operations and how to leverage industry best practices
to achieve cost savings, increased security, and greater network and service availability through consolidated/
standardized processes across the Department of Defense Information Networks (DODIN) worldwide.
In addition, there will be comprehensive presentations on how secure multi-cloud-as-a-service can help ensure
compliance, protect against potential security threats, provide workforce “surge” support and optimize cloud IT
investments. Information on the newly updated CompTIA Cloud+ will also be covered.

Register FREE at tinyurl.com/zbn38meh. | Future bootcamps in progress. Watch for us at TechNet Cyber and TechNet Indo-Pacific!
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Behind the Lines
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Lt. Gen. Bill Bender,
USAF (Ret.)

“Managing the ever-growing
network complexity is
always a challenge.”

Publisher
Lt. Gen. Robert M. Shea,
USMC (Ret.)

—Maj. Nick Perkinson, USA,
assistant product manager for
network operations page 13

“If we don’t understand
the interaction of humans
and the interaction of
Army training with the
environment and how to
preserve that environment
… we wouldn’t be caring
for it, and that would work
against our purpose.”
—Lt. Gen. Walter E. Piatt, USA,
director of the Army staff page 16

Handle JADC2
With Care
PAGE 23

“What we are trying to do is
get the soldiers that are in
the manned vehicles to work
together and work with the
technology that is available
to them, with those systems
that are in both the manned
and unmanned vehicles, to
effectively execute missions.”
—Amar Marathe, research scientist at
the Army Research Laboratory’s Center
for Agent-Soldier Teaming page 20
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The Army We Can Have

A

ll the U.S. military services are modernizing for new challenges that have recently
emerged. After two decades of counterinsurgency and counterterrorist operations, the
force is being retooled for entirely different types of
future conflict. For the Army, that means new technologies, new systems and new approaches to what
constitutes successful combat.
Yet this goes beyond merely updating the force,
as has happened in the past. The entire concept
of warfighting has changed with the advent of alldomain operations. Instead of individual services
holding dominance over their own mission-specific
domains to complement other efforts, each service
must plan for operations in each domain regardless
of their primary responsibilities.
For the Army, at the top of its multidomain list is
cyberspace. Armor, long-distance fires, maneuver
capabilities and other aspects of large-scale land
operations will have cyber threads running through
them. And technology advances in artificial intelligence and communications will team with new
materiel to give the future Army advantages that
burgeoning adversaries will find difficult to counter.
Those adversaries are hard at work changing the
face of the battlespace. The U.S. Army is preparing
to ensure that their efforts are in vain. The ongoing
Army modernization, which is being done with the
awareness that it could be interrupted by conflict at
any time, is designed to ensure that the Army we
have is one that we can send into battle secure in the
knowledge that it is second to none.

Robert K. Ackerman
Senior Director, SIGNAL Media
Editor in Chief
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to the editor. Submit them
to signalnews@afcea.org
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Photo
of the

Month

Reader Comments
“As a just-retired professor who served at the now NIU
[National Intelligence Agency] under all four of its previous
names, I am happy to see that the institution has finally succeeded in becoming a national asset not subordinate to only one
of the IC [intelligence community] members. We appreciate the
fine support DIA [Defense Intelligence Agency] has given the
‘college’ over the years, but we now have the opportunity to serve
the entire community. This is a major moment in our history.
Best wishes for success as we make this momentous change.”
—Joseph Gordon in response to “The Intelligence Community’s
University: NIU Transitions to the ODNI,” SIGNAL Online, June 17

Observation Ops
Navy Petty Officer 3rd Class Michael Wells
observes the USS Dewey and the USS
Carl Vinson from an MH-60R Seahawk
helicopter over the Pacific Ocean in June.

SIGNAL Online
Exclusive online content is posted throughout
the month. Here are selected recent items.

U.S. and EU To Collaborate
Against Ransomware
The organizations are forming a working group
to strengthen ties in the fight against
adversarial cyber activities.

Interoperability Key in Navy
Fight Against Adversaries

“Already seeing this in the NIST [National Institute of
Standards and Technology] and CMMC [Cybersecurity
and Maturity Model Certification] controls. A simple example
is the clash between the requirement to use FIPS 140-2
VALIDATED encryption, and the requirement to keep systems
updated to mitigate vulnerabilities. The process for getting
that FIPS 140.2 validation is so slow that waiting can put one
countless ‘versions’ behind in almost every critical area.”

Future Navy cybersecurity tools must be interoperable
if the fleet is to defend against oncoming threats.

—Nick in response to “Cyber Compliance Is Not Necessarily
Cybersecurity,” The Cyber Edge, June SIGNAL Magazine.

Join us at SIGNAL online, Twitter and Facebook
to participate in SIGNAL Today conversations.

Taking an Accelerated Approach
to Information Warfare
The Air Force moves out on its
modern-day information warfare mission.
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Disruptive By Design

S

Shoot the Moon

atellites are the military communicator’s easy
button. As long as the operating environment is
permissive, communications planners can easily
establish high bandwidth links that satisfy the
demands of data-hungry commanders and their staffs.
But this go-to solution is a hollow one, as any adversary that can contest the electromagnetic spectrum or the space
domain can knock satellite communications out of the fight. Jamming, spoofing and other means
of electronic warfare can render
satellites ineffective, while missiles
and lasers can destroy satellites
from the Earth or from space.
In any potential conflict with a
serious competitor, military planners must assume that satellite
communications will be severely
degraded or completely denied at the outset—and possibly throughout the duration. Consequently, communicators must be trained and proficient in establishing
alternative links by which commanders can exert command and control of their combat forces. While I’ve
previously written on the importance of high frequency
communications in this regard, communicators can also
uniquely replicate the effects of satellite communications
if they look to the past and once again use the Earth’s
only organic satellite, the moon. By once again becoming
skilled in Earth-moon-Earth (EME) or so-called moon
bounce techniques, military communicators can provide
their commanders with the only satellite link that can’t
be shot out of the sky.
EME is a radio technique that transmits radio waves
from the Earth and reflects them off the moon’s surface
to be received at another terrestrial location. Prior to
EME, long-haul wireless communication was only possible through skywave transmission, bouncing signals off
the ionosphere as is commonly executed with the high
frequency band. The U.S. Army Signal Corps proved
the concept via Project Diana in 1946, and the U.S.
Navy refined the technique through the Communication
Relay Project in the 1950s and 1960s. This culminated
in the establishment of the Moon Relay system, which
connected stations between Maryland and Hawaii. The
establishment of artificial satellite systems in the late
1960s made the Moon Relay system obsolete.

8

But with the ever-increasing portfolio of means by
which to target artificial satellites, EME is once again
relevant, and urgently so. Given its size, the moon
cannot be destroyed by current human intervention.
Should the possibility of lunar destruction emerge in
the future, the consequences would be so terrestrially
catastrophic as to be on strategic parity with nuclear
war. And while the individual beams of artificial satel-

BY MAJ. BRIAN KERG, USMC
Brian Kerg is a Marine Corps officer and writer. He
is a nonresident fellow at Marine Corps University’s
Brute Krulak Center for Innovation and Creativity and
a student at the School of Advanced Warfighting.
Follow or contact him on Twitter @BrianKerg.

lites can be jammed, EME uses the very surface of the
moon, highly complicating any attempt at jamming.
Further, EME can be cheap and flexible and poses
few obstacles. Moon bounce is regularly executed by
transmitting on a single Yagi antenna on as little as
100 watts of power. This technique continues to be
employed by amateur radio operators across frequency
bands ranging from 50 megahertz to 47 gigahertz.
Users will experience a delay of under 3 seconds with
each transmission, and the moon’s shape, surface and
orbit will pose some challenges to link establishment
and maintenance. But any operator with the finesse
to implement high frequency communications is also
capable of mastering EME.
Artificial satellites provide a phenomenal communications capability, but one that is increasingly vulnerable. Relying solely upon these links all but invites the
enemy to target them. Military planners must be proactive in pursuing other links that can be relied upon
when communications are contested. To prepare for the
future, planners should look to the past—and shoot the
moon in pursuit of victory.
Disruptive by Design explores innovation and
ideas with the potential to expand capabilities
and revolutionize products, services and behaviors.
For more information, visit url.afcea.org/YoungAFCEAN.
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SpaceX

NewsNet
SDA Experiments
to Advance Optical
Communications

Sandia National Labs/Bret Latter

U.S. Air Force photo/
Staff Sgt. Timothy Moore

The Space Development Agency is progressing
in its promise to quickly build and operate
advanced space systems that address urgent
communication and mission needs for the military.
The agency, known as SDA, has a plan as part of
its Tranche 0 effort to provide proliferated lowearth-orbit constellation of satellites and sensors
that will connect to the military’s tactical legacy
datalinks and weapons systems to deter against
advanced threats. The agency is conducting three
separate experiments over the next year, including
Mandrake II, the Laser Interconnect and Networking
Communications System (LINCS), and POET.

Sandia Researchers See
Success in Miniaturizing
Wireless Technology
Scientists at Sandia National Laboratories in Albuquerque,
New Mexico, have constructed a miniaturized acoustic
amplifier, which they claim is the world’s smallest. The new
acoustic, 276-megahertz amplifier is 0.0008 square inch
(0.5 square millimeter). The Sandia researchers made the
amplifier with thin-film semiconductor materials that are
only 83 layers of atoms thick—1,000 times thinner than
a human hair, the laboratory reported. In addition, the
researchers were able to successfully harness the use of
sound waves for the acousto-electric chip that includes the
radio-frequency amplifier, circulator and filter.

New Cyber Training Unit
Empowers Digital Defenders
The Air Force has stood up the Cyber Security and
Defense Formal Training Unit, or FTU, at Keesler
Air Force Base. The new cyber education detachment
will enable a more “streamlined training pipeline”
for airmen to build their foundational cyber warfare capabilities for future service, joint and national
responsibilities, leaders say. Working in conjunction
with the 81st Training Wing at Keesler, the FTU
will provide the initial cyber training to airmen that
are heading to Cyber Security and Control Systems
(CSCS) operational units. The FTU is gearing up to
reach full operational capability by January 2022 and
hopes to be running all of its courses by then.
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Career Progressions
Military
Col. Lanny J. Acosta
Jr., USA, has been
designated as chief
trial judge for the
Military Commissions
Trial Judiciary.
Rear Adm. Darse E. Crandall, USN,
has been nominated for appointment
to the rank of vice admiral and
assignment as Judge Advocate General
of the Navy, Washington, D.C.
Maj. Gen. David J. Furness, USMC,
has been nominated for appointment
to the rank of lieutenant general, and
assignment as deputy commandant
for plans, policies and operations,
Headquarters, U.S. Marine Corps,
Washington, D.C.
Maj. Gen. Matthew G. Glavy, USMC,
has been nominated for appointment
to the rank of lieutenant general, and
assignment as deputy commandant
for information, Headquarters, U.S.
Marine Corps, Washington, D.C.
Brig. Gen. Linda S. Hurry, USAF,
has been nominated to the grade of
major general.

Vice Adm. William R. Merz, USN,
has been nominated for assignment
as deputy chief of Naval Operations
for Operations, Plans and Strategy,
N3/N5, Office of the Chief of Naval
Operations, Washington, D.C.
Rear Adm. Francis D. Morley, USN,
has been nominated for appointment
to the rank of vice admiral and
assignment as principal military
deputy assistant secretary of the
Navy (Research, Development and
Acquisition), Washington, D.C.
Capt. Max G. McCoy Jr., USN, has
been nominated for appointment to
the rank of rear admiral.

Industry
Americans for Peace Now (APN),
Washington, D.C., has hired
Madeleine Cereghino as director
of government relations and
Claire Davidson Miller as
strategic communications and
development associate.
SpaceLink, McLean, Virginia, has
named Robert Conrad as vice
president of NASA and Civil Space
business development and Phil

Robinson as vice president and chief
security officer.
DPA Microphones, Alleroed,
Denmark, has appointed Søren
Høgsberg as executive vice president
of sales and marketing.
The University of
Virginia (UVA),
Charlottesville,
Virginia, has named
Melina R. Kibbe,
MD, as the 17th dean
of the UVA School
of Medicine and chief health affairs
officer for UVA Health.
System High Corporation, Chantilly,
Virginia, has promoted Doug
Kumbalek to executive vice president
and chief strategy officer.
Comodo Security Solutions Inc.,
Clifton, New Jersey, has appointed
Ken Levine as its CEO and Dave
Karp as chief strategy officer.
Sotero, Boston, Massachusetts, has
hired C.J. Radford as CEO.
Fobi AI Inc., Vancouver, British
Columbia, has appointed Jolie
Summers as vice president of product.

Find.
Download.
Solve.
The SIGNAL Media Resource Library
provides you with content that
is relevant to your job.
SEARCH THE LIBRARY TODAY!

www.afcea.org/signal/resources
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Commentary
The Army Can Lead Into the New Military Age if Given the Chance
BY LT. GEN. JOHN R. (BOB) WOOD, USA (RET.)

A

ll of the U.S. military services are modernizing their
forces to counter the rise of peer rivals and the onset
of new game-breaking technologies. The Army, in
particular, is facing difficult decisions as it tailors its
structure for a new type of combat. Yet its challenges actually
could open the way for the Army
to set the pace for the rest of the
U.S. military, and there is historical
precedent for this possibility.
The key is how the Army is
positioned to maintain its priorities with severely constrained
resources and alternative strategic choices on a global scale. The
Army currently is identified as
the bill payer within the Defense
Department budget. As overall military spending is constrained, Army programs fall prey to the budget axe.
This is not unusual for the Army. Past cycles have featured the same effect wherein the Army bears the brunt of
budget cuts as defense spending is flatlined or reduced. We
saw this in the late 1950s, the 1970s and the 1990s.
Take the 1950s. During that time, the Army was the lead
in developing booster rockets that led to the launches of
the country’s first satellite and first man in space. But by
1961, those functions were given to the Air Force and the
new civilian space agency, NASA. Concurrent with that
migration was a national change in strategy that favored
massive nuclear deterrence and retaliation over combat
ground forces. The Army was left with a low-intensityconflict mission on the ground instead of a space-based
capability.
Today, with the rise of peer competitors in the IndoPacific region and other changes, the Army must make
some choices and tradeoffs. The trap to avoid is deferring
or ceding key emerging capabilities just to preserve force
structure. When this has happened in the past, it took
many years to recover.
The service already is equipped to pivot as needed, pending sufficient budgetary support. And, as in the early 1950s,
the Army can show the way in a pivotal area of technology
that will be vital in the coming years.
That area is cyber. Recognized for some time as an
important warfighting domain, cyber now is viewed as
possibly the make-or-break domain in future combat. As
the military strives toward multidomain operations, it
looks to incorporate cyber seamlessly with the other four
domains—land, sea, air and space.
Just as the Army led the way into space in the 1950s,
so can it lead the force into cyber integration or convergence in the next two decades. Its forces already are

incorporating cyber into their operations, training centers
are focusing on it as part of operational scenarios, and
new systems are being designed with cyber capabilities
and security embedded from the start. And, the Army has
a remarkable strength to leverage in the area of cyber—
the Army National Guard and Reserve. They are a major
source of cyber expertise from the private sector, and they
also play a crucial role in ensuring the Army has strategic
depth of its capabilities.
But all this can be achieved only with a strategic vision
for the Army that focuses on goals rather than on actions.
This vision would build around the new security challenges
we face worldwide, and it would tap the wellspring of innovation that has consistently given the United States an edge.
It also would be developed with budgetary constraints in
mind. Systems would be a means, not an end, but they
would play the key supporting role in achieving this vision.
Strongly in support, the Army needs new operational
doctrine that outlines its direction in countering rapidly
emerging and diverse theater threats and incorporating
equally diverse technologies. Army FM 3-0–Operations,
last published in 2017, needs to be reviewed, at least, and
rewritten, as needed. And, a number of other doctrinal
publications—such as FM 3-12–Cyberspace and Electronic
Warfare, FM 3-13–Information Operations—must face
similar scrutiny.
Thankfully, the Army already is moving in this direction.
Maj. Gen. Neil Hersey, USA, deputy commanding general
for operations at the Army Cyber Command, has called
for the Army to unify its different information activities
instead of conducting separate operations. The first steps
in rewriting doctrine are already underway. This effort
promises to give commanders a unified information-based
approach to reinforce other battlefield functions. This convergence of information-based activities is part of its Information Assurance doctrine.
However, absent a strategic vision and refreshed or
rewritten doctrine, the Army could find itself struggling to
explain and defend its value in a rapidly changing strategic
environment. Such added clarity in vision and doctrine,
coupled with reinforcement of the Army’s advancements in
cyber operations, can move the Army to the leading edge
of modern military warfare. Such a move would ensure
the Army is not seen as a bill payer in some “new-age”
strategies.
Lt. Gen. John R. (Bob) Wood, USA (Ret.), AFCEA’s executive
vice president, served more than 36 years as an officer with
combat experience in the U.S. Army.

To share or comment on this article
go to http://url.afcea.org/August21
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ACCESS THESE
FREE WEBINARS

www.afcea.org/signal/webinar
Doing Cloud Right:
Securing your Multi-Cloud Environment
The pandemic prompted a rush to the cloud. Fast action was critical given the rapid increase in work-fromhome requirements and the need to embrace digital technologies to ensure a new way to do business. As
companies continue to quickly adopt cloud and implement their digital transformation strategy, there has been
a clear trend to embrace speed over security. Establishing security in your hybrid and multi-cloud environments
is especially problematic. Multiple vendors, disparate architectures, and a mixture of applications and processes
all can introduce vulnerabilities that expose your systems. Now that the initial rush has passed, it’s time to assess
and address the compliance, cybersecurity, data privacy and risk implications of your cloud deployment. In this
exclusive webinar, we will be joined by Anupriya Ramraj who will provide answers and insights to these and other
critical questions around how to effectively secure your multi-cloud journey.

The Virtual Common Operating Picture –
Innovation, Collaboration and Mission Delivery
Now that the DOD has access to Secure Digital Whiteboard Software with an ATO and DISA FedRAMP sponsorship,
how can this seemingly simple technology solve higher-order challenges such as communicating complex ideas
visually with dispersed teams? Hear how FedDATA, Peraton and ManTech are approaching the future of public sector problem solving by using available solutions and techniques on complex engagements.

From Zero to Full Domain Admin – Tracking the digital
footprint of a ransomware attack – A Real-World Incident
Following in the footsteps of a cyber criminal and uncovering their digital footprint. This is a journey inside the mind
of an ethical hacker’s response to a ransomware incident that brought a business to a full stop, and discovering the
evidence left behind to uncover their attack path and the techniques used. Malicious attackers look for the cheapest,
fastest, stealthiest way to achieve their goals. Windows endpoints provide many opportunities to gain entry into IT
environments and access sensitive information. This session will show you the attacker’s techniques used and how
they went from zero to full domain admin compromise that resulted in a nasty ransomware incident.

Why Settle? FedRAMP High Data
Protection Is Now Here
With the overnight shift in remote work and IT management, growth of hybrid cloud environments, and emergence
of new and sophisticated cyberthreats, data security is top of mind for today’s federal agencies. To stay resilient,
today’s agencies must reshuffle their data protection strategies to remove data silos, while comprehensively
safeguarding their data estate. In this webinar, we will discuss how FedRAMP-compliant backup solutions blend
the best of data security with the best of SaaS – and how the Metallic SaaS data protection sets itself apart as the
only FedRAMP High solution currently available. In this webinar we will discuss: The importance of comprehensive,
unified data protection for endpoints, SaaS apps, on-prem, and cloud workloads; How SaaS data protection
safeguards from deletion, corruption, and ransomware attack – while accelerating cloud adoption; and how
Metallic, from Commvault, secures federal agency data while meeting stringent FedRAMP High standards.

How IT Modernization is
Improving Logistics for the DOD
Information technology modernization has been a consistent goal for organizations across the Department of Defense.
And when it comes to logistics, there is a huge opportunity to streamline and increase efficiency. The process to acquire,
administrate and manage materiel (military materials and equipment) has left them with multiple legacy systems
and outdated infrastructure. These legacy systems at organizations like the Marine Corps Logistics Command are an
example of the condition of many defense IT systems in use today - notoriously slow and unresponsive by today’s
standards, with no coordination or exchange of information, therefore causing accuracy to suffer. Join SIGNAL and
MarkLogic to learn about logistics IT modernization efforts at defense agencies that are improving mission outcomes.
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The 173rd Airborne Brigade (Sky Soldiers) is the
U.S. Army’s Contingency Response Force in Europe.
The unit is next to begin receiving technology
designed to simplify tactical network operations.

Army Simplifies and Unifies
the Tactical Network
A pilot technology trio tackles network complexity.

A

s part of the Army’s efforts to eventually unify
its tactical and enterprise networks, the service
is developing three pilot
technologies designed to BY GEORGE I.
simplify the planning and manSEFFERS
agement of its tactical network.
The unified network is expected to provide a seamless integrated network management capability to simplify user experience, increase situational awareness
and strengthen cyber network defense, according to
Army officials. Under a unified network, communication offices from the tactical edge through corps level
will have fewer network management and monitoring
applications and tools to enhance their ability to plan,
configure, manage, monitor and secure the network.

Lt. Gen. John Morrison Jr., USA, the service’s deputy
chief of staff, G-6, has described the separation of
enterprise and tactical networks as a false divide.
Modernization efforts include fielding enhanced
equipment to signal battalions, cutting-edge command
posts and commercial satellite communications capabilities. However, as the Army provides one advanced
capability after another, it also injects more sophisticated and complex systems, creating challenges for
signal officers and soldiers.
Paul Mehney, a spokesman for the Program Executive Office-Command, Control and CommunicationsTactical (PEO-C3T), says the office is providing “leaps
ahead in connectivity, leaps ahead in the ability to
maneuver, leaps ahead in the ability to know where
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Internet with a consolidated user interface as well as an open
architecture API [application programming interface] to
allow all of it to communicate together, as well as create an
industry standard tool for any applications that are going to
reside on it or communicate with it.”
Atom, in a nutshell, is a capability for planning the radio
network or the lower tactical Internet planning capability.
NOMS is the monitoring and management capability for
the upper tactical Internet, which primarily includes satellite communications. RAP-TR houses Atom and a myriad of
other planning, monitoring and management tools.
As a part of the NOMS effort, the Army is consolidating
24 different software programs into one common tool that
soldiers will use to monitor and manage approximately 15
systems already in the field. It will be the centralized monitoring and management tool within a network operation
and support center, allowing a view of
the network and the ability to push out
software updates or patches.
The PacStar technology will benefit
both on-the-move and at-the-halt communications. “It enables you to see an
entire picture of your network, your
data latency, your bandwidth and basically just a communications common
operating picture with the ability to
troubleshoot and fix it as needed. The
at-the-halt version is going to be fielded
later this year, and the on-the-move
version is currently in production,” Maj.
Perkinson reports.
Atom, which is built by L3 Harris,
consolidates eight network operations
tools. It also reduces by 75 percent the
Fire control specialists from the 25th Infantry Division integrate and coordinate their skills
number of steps for the signal soldier to
during weapon operations on Schofield Barracks on February 17. The Army’s Program Executive
plan a radio network. Together, Atom
Office for Tactical Command, Control and Communications Technologies is delivering an array
and RAP-TR reduce training time from
of systems designed to simplify network planning, management and operations.
220 hours for previous network planning tools to 80 hours. The training
time is expected to drop to about 60 hours next year due to
port non-classified, classified and coalition network enclaves
improvements based on soldier feedback.
with a common look and functionality; Atom, described as a
Atom supports multiple tactical radios, including the AN/
single planning and loading tool that supports multiple tactiPRC 148, 158, 162 and 163, as well as legacy waveforms
cal radios; and the Ruggedized Application Platform-Tactical
such as the Mobile User Objective System, Single Channel
Radio (RAP-TR), which consolidates lower tactical network
Ground to Air Radio System, and Integrated Waveform/
tools onto a single Dell laptop or tablet to streamline tactical
Demand Assigned Multiple Access. The pilot effort will connetwork management.
tinue through the 2021 fiscal year and is expected to obtain
The systems are included in a suite of tools that reduces
fielding approval by the next fiscal year.
the time it takes to initialize, plan and load a brigade’s worth
Army officials were expected to release an updated verof radios from four weeks to less than two hours. The Army
sion in July capable of loading more radios. They also intend
is rapidly developing and fielding the technologies under the
to add map editing capabilities. Atom provides a network
Unified Network Operations mid-tier acquisition effort.
plan, but it can be cumbersome for soldiers to add or subtract
Maj. Nick Perkinson, USA, the PEO-C3T assistant product
radios, according to Maj. Perkinson. “Through a lot of the solmanager for Network Operations, describes the technology
dier touchpoints and group discussions, we’ve identified that
trio as “foundational prototype efforts” that will eventually
they want to be able to edit to make even these small changes
come together under a Unified Network Operations proeasier. We’re going to try to cut down on the time it would
gram of record. “We’re putting it together in pieces right now.
take to make all these changes to meet each and every unit’s
Once all of this comes together, we will have the ability to
specific need.”
plan, monitor and manage both the upper and lower tactical

U.S. Army photo by Spc. Jessica Scott

their soldiers are located and push that data, location data
and operational mission command data across echelons up
and down.
“We’re obviously providing additional commercial network
capability in the units at a fairly rapid pace. That comes with
challenges for how you manage all of this additional capability,” Mehney explains. “What that creates is a larger burden
and a greater degree of difficulty to manage those networks
and then to be able to operate all of the various network management tools that come with that.”
He adds that it is critical for the service to begin removing
some of that complexity. The PEO-C3T plans an array of technologies to achieve that goal. Three of those either are being
fielded now or will be soon.
They are the Network Operations Management System
(NOMS), which is used to manage the network and sup-
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The RAP-TR system is currently housed on both laptops
and tablets, but the Army is moving toward a tablets-only
solution, in part because younger soldiers prefer tablets
and because airborne units need systems that weigh less
than two pounds. “Currently, we have nine applications
that are on the RAP-TR laptop and tablet as it stands today.
We’re going to move from the laptop to the tablet in the
future, which will be lighter, have a stronger battery and be
able to house more applications,” says Kevin Blohm, RAPTR assistant product lead.
Additionally, the Army is talking with officials from the
other services to provide multi-service tools on RAP-TR.
The system is being fielded as part of the Army’s Capability
Set 21. Currently, it is being delivered to the 173rd Airborne Brigade, which is based in Italy and Germany, and to
the 3rd Brigade, 25th Infantry Division in Hawaii. The 3rd
Brigade, 82nd Airborne Division, is next in line.
The official Unified Network Operations program of
record is scheduled to begin in fiscal year 2024, and the
initial technology package will be fielded as part of Capability Set 25. While the service already has significantly
reduced the number of network tools soldiers must contend with, the program of record will continue to “collapse” the number of tools even further, says Brent Smith,

deputy product manager, Tactical and Cyber Network
Operations, within the PEO-C3T office.
Many of the technologies developed for the tactical network will ultimately be adapted for the enterprise applications as well. “The current construct moving into the Unified
Network Operations program of record is to develop or focus
tools at the tactical level and then scale those to encompass
the requirements of the enterprise network,” Smith explains.
Maj. Perkinson indicates that simplifying the network is
no simple task. “Managing the ever-growing network complexity is always a challenge. There are lots of different tools
out there and just trying to give the soldier the best capability to manage or execute all of those different tools, trying
to keep up with technology to provide the best function to
the warfighter, that’s always a challenge,” he says. “It’s not
getting any easier. We’re just trying to make it easier.”

contact: George I. Seffers, gseffers@afcea.org
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Two U.S. Army specialists join a Fijian Army sergeant in planting Dilo
trees as part of a coastal and reef revitalization project in the Republic of
Fiji. The U.S. Army works with local officials domestically and overseas in
projects to support environmental concerns to avoid or repair damage.

Army Enlists
Environment
Into Its Mission
Taking care of the
land helps shape
the combat arena.
BY ROBERT K. ACKERMAN
16

D

espite being equipped to lay waste to the
countryside, the U.S. Army is cleaning up
waste and practicing conservation as part of
a broad effort of environmental measures.
The service is actively pursuing environmental policies that range from preserving endangered species
to reducing its carbon footprint by converting its fleet
of tactical vehicles to electric power. These efforts are
undertaken both at U.S. bases and installations and
overseas during training and actual deployments.
Understanding environments is a principal task for
every soldier, says Lt. Gen. Walter E. Piatt, USA, director of the Army staff. At the tactical level, the Army
must have a deep understanding of the environment.
“The Army is a land force,” the general posits. “We
live on the land, we operate on the land, we train on
the land. It’s essential for everything we do.”
His own connection to the environment through
the Army was honed during his years of service in
the 10th Mountain Division. The division’s roots in
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World War II featured alpinists such as skiers and mountain
The Army Climate Resilience Handbook that came out a
climbers, and the doctrine they developed encompassed
year ago offers a climate assessment tool that can be used to
environmental concerns. Those soldiers operated under
improve environmental support. Using this tool, the Corps
the concept that they faced two adversaries: the mountain
can help installations map their terrain to unveil potential
and the enemy, but they would befriend the mountain to
problems such as those brought about by drought. “You can
the soldiers’ advantage. “We have to live
actually see and predict things that you
and operate in very harsh environments,”
must do,” the general says.
the general relates, “but knowing how the
Personnel at installations include
environment interacts with humans and
highly qualified civilian specialists in
how humans interact within those enviareas such as natural resources, biology,
ronments, we learn to make a friend of
forestry and cultural studies. “They are
that environment, and how we can use it to
an essential group of folks,” Gen. Piatt
our advantage.”
states. When he worked at Fort Drum,
The Army addresses its environmental
he yielded to the expertise of the base
activism on two fronts. One is on the
archeologist and anthropologist, who was
bases and installations where the Army
internationally known. These civilians
is located. Many of these sites are where
complement military specialists trained
the Army trains for its core competencies
in these disciplines, he adds.
and the missions it must perform in comThe Army has land conservation probat, the general points out. “If we don’t
grams under the aegis of the Army Comunderstand the interaction of humans
patible Use Buffer Program across 40 sepand Army training with the environment
arate installations with more than 390,000
and how to preserve that environment …
acres protected since September 2019, he
we wouldn’t be caring for it properly, and
reports. “That’s all natural habitat, open
that would work against our purpose,” he
space, working lands and cooperative
declares.
agreements with more than 50 partners
The Army’s Assistant Secretary of the
ranging with large nationwide land trusts
Army Installations, Energy and Environto smaller local conservation entities and
ment (ASA IE&E), Energy and Sustaintowns,” he explains. “Once the commuability Directorate, focuses on environnity sees how well the military cares for
mental concerns at Army facilities. This
that land, it promotes them and creates
includes efforts to improve energy and
excitement and better understanding on
water efficiency.
how to better care for that area.”
Those installations will be powering
The general notes that managing and
up to an increasing degree off the grid,
conserving endangered species is another
the general observes. Not only will interArmy requirement. There are 226 federnal protected energy sources reduce the
ally listed species on 170 installations and
carbon footprint, it also will lessen the
facilities. More than 2 million acres of
potential harm from cyber attacks on
the Army lands have some level of trainexternal power sources. “We want to have
ing restriction to help endangered speclean energy, but we also want to have
cies. Several endangered bird species have
secure power within our installations,” he
done well in Army installations, he adds.
says.
Part of this effort includes not cutting
Gen. Piatt explains that the Army has
grass or taking down trees during certain
relationships with the neighbors around
times of the year when these birds are
its installations to better protect the
migrating, he notes.
—Lt. Gen. Walter E. Piatt, USA,
entire region. This avoids falling into the
These efforts are not confined to bases
director of the Army staff
trap of having just one specialized area
on U.S. territory. Gen. Piatt relates that,
that is protected while the rest is not.
when he served in Germany as the comTurning land into just a protected site would constrain
mander of the Joint Multinational Training Command
training and maneuvers in that area, he points out.
at Grafenwoehr, he and his staff worked with local govThe Army Corps of Engineers has played a major role in
ernment leaders on conservation efforts. The area had
environmental work, Gen. Piatt observes. Studies done at
many endangered species flourishing there, including
West Point looked at sustaining a forest for decades, and
a resurgence of the Adler, the German sea eagle, along
the general offers that Corps experts can look at a field
with endangered bat and frog species. Army personnel
and envision what it will look like in 30 years. Ongoing
created habitats for bats monitored by solar-power video
Corps efforts include water preservation in Florida and
cameras providing real-time imagery for remote study.
river clearance while preserving wildlife, he says.
“Grafenwoehr is the best training area in all Europe,” he

“The Army is
a land force.
We live on
the land,
we operate
on the land,
we train on
the land. It’s
essential for
everything
we do.”
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An expert collects a sample of surface water on an Army installation
in Texas to test for DNA of endangered species. This avoids having to
interact with the species, which aids in Army efforts at preservation.

declares. “It is absolutely the jewel of training in Europe;
and to also be the jewel for environmentalism and protection at the same time, just the power of when we can work
together and understand the importance of the environment and what it will do to the military mission.”
This is the Army’s other environmental front—off bases
and installations. The Army takes steps to avoid harming
other environments when operating elsewhere. Often its
foreign training areas include culturally sensitive artifacts, so the Army does as little as possible to actual cultural sites when it is overseas, the general offers.
“If you cause damage to the environment at a culturally
sensitive site, you’ve done more harm than good—and
the manner of which you do that is then going to impact
how well you accomplish that objective or not,” he says.
For example, Fort Drum has burial sites for tribes that
inhabited that area before the fort was established. The
Army has marked off those burial grounds, so training
units are taught to maneuver around them. “It doesn’t
just constrain us,” the general says. “It educates us on how
to care for the land and how our methods could contaminate the land further on past our time there.”
This approach might seem to be countered by historical record. Many battlefields of decades past have been
rendered inaccessible to humans by unexploded munitions and other hazards left over from furious combat.
Gen. Piatt cites these lessons from the past as formative
to the way the Army currently operates. “One of the rules
I would have in my many deployments is, ‘The manner
of which we maneuver and employ helps also reduce the
anxiety within any local population or nation you may be
operating in.’ And we incorporated that into our training,” he says.

18

“These effects of munitions have an impact on the environment,” he continues. “Our training understands that
yes, we have to understand what that impact is and to take
measures to avoid doing damage—and if not being able
to avoid damage, make sure we can actually improve the
environment while we are there because that will improve
the perception of U.S. forces wherever they are.”
The Army aims to understand how to build better to
avoid environmental damage, Gen. Piatt continues. This is
a long-standing effort that has included how to build better road networks, build better ports and shore up areas
while enabling civilian commerce and movement.
Strategically, environmental concerns alter Army operations. Gen. Piatt notes that melting arctic ice changes the
environment significantly, from thawing permafrost to
opening up water passageways. Losing land mass or ice
mass can increase access to adversaries either economically or militarily.
Climate change is directly influencing Army operations.
Foremost are the humanitarian crises that it can cause
globally. Drought, for example, can affect a nation’s ability
to grow food. If the agricultural demand is not met, then
that nation’s food chain and economy are disrupted to the
detriment of the populace. Conversely, too much water
creates flooding, which, if constant, causes mass population relocation. All these problems can cause security concerns that can lead to conflict.
In deployments, two key Army resources are power and
water. Sustained drought in any region stresses both the
people who inhabit it and Army forces that would operate there. The force must avoid imposing a larger burden
on that region, which translates to operating with reduced
and clean energy without taxing local water resources. The
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Researchers with the National Defense Center for Energy and Environment, which is run by the U.S. Army Environmental Command, have
helped develop alternatives to materials that are harmful to the environment. One such effort demonstrated that citric acid could replace
nitric acid in industrial processes used to prevent corrosion on aircraft
parts, which reduced hazardous waste and improved employee safety.

Army is looking at innovations that would produce enough
water to sustain Army units in theater, and it is exploring
turning trash into energy. This includes converting wood
chips, readily available in many local areas, into power.
Another thrust is to develop easily transportable small
power units that could sustain deployed forces without having to tap a local electric grid.
“It really comes down to power,” Gen. Piatt offers. “How
do we develop power that is small, clean and can give us the
amount of energy we need to do the things that we need to
do?” This may entail creating flexible modular power systems with intelligent architecture that enables interoperability of multinational power sources in coalition operations,
he suggests. The Army already has worked on an integrated
tactical microgrid with Italy and Canada.
Industry partners are working with the Army to develop
and demonstrate cost-effective and commercially scalable processes for battery component manufacturing.
Increased domestic production of high-capacity silicon

materials can reduce battery cell production costs by 80
percent, the general notes. “Cleaner power, smaller power
and cheaper power—that’s really what we’re working on,”
he declares.
The Army is operating under a directive to achieve carbon-free emissions by 2030 under President Joe Biden’s
Executive Order 14008 of January 27. Gen. Piatt describes
it as a bold direction, but he believes that is where the
Army will end up. The Army will turn toward electrifying
its engines with non-carbon-emitting power sources, he
predicts. In addition to reducing greenhouse gas generation, the Army also will reduce the need to ship crude-oilbased fuels to deployed forces. “I’m talking about Army
tactical vehicles powered by clean energy sources,” he says.
Not only would these vehicles be clean for the environment, they would be silent—lacking internal combustion
engines—and provide better protection for soldiers whose
position would not be given away by engine noise. “These
two lines of effort are not in competition with each other;
they are complementary,” he adds.
While the idea of Abrams tanks streaming across a battlefield to the sound of a gentle whirring remains a distant
goal, the Army recently demonstrated a tactical vehicle
electrification kit on a heavy expanded mobility truck—
basically an 18-wheeler, the general says. This resulted in a
25 percent reduction in fuel consumption. “We’ll take small
steps. We’ll do hybrid in similar armored vehicles first,” he
stated. “We’ve got great scientists that work in Army labs
all over this country … we’re going to get there.” The electrification of vehicle fleets in domestic installations will be
achieved relatively quickly because that technology is available now, he suggests.
The Army already has developed advanced vehicle power
trains that use less power while also increasing electrical
power generation. Nonetheless, Gen. Piatt describes the
electrification of the operational and tactical fleet as “a hard
piece of science.” The greatest difficulty will be in converting heavy vehicles. Engineers are working to develop nextgeneration combat vehicles using environmentally friendly
solutions, as was done to an extent with the Stryker Infantry Combat Vehicle.
Other more exotic efforts are underway. These include
biodegradable—“green”—munitions that would not leave
waste or contamination on the battlefield after combat is
over. Others include fresh water conservation technologies
such as rainwater harvesting, wastewater reuse, acoustic
leak detection equipment, water pressure monitoring and
water valve monitoring. Another effort focuses on tools
to unlock genetic access to undomesticated microbes and
advance military adoption of synthetic biology.

contact: Robert K. Ackerman, signalnews@afcea.org
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Army Sgt. 1st Class R.J. Lannom

Soldiers observe fired artillery rounds in an M109A6 Paladin howitzer at the Tan Tan Training Area, Morocco in June, during
African Lion, U.S. Africa Command’s largest joint, annual exercise. As the Army works to design the portfolio of Next Generation
Combat Vehicles (NGCV), scientists at the Army Research Laboratory are examining how to measure communication
between soldiers and robotic systems, to improve human-autonomous teams that will fight together in the NGCV.

Assessing Communications of
Humans and Autonomous Systems
ARL researchers examine robot-human
team interactions to support soldiers.

W

ith plans for future U.S. Army soldiers to work
with a cadre of autonomous systems, scientists at
the Army Research Laboratory are examining the
intricacies of communication to support effective operations
between groups of soldiers and robotic systems. They are finding ways to measure communication
BY KIMBERLY
and study conversational processes to
understand human-autonomy team UNDERWOOD
performance, trust and cohesion.
The research is needed to help inform commanders managing these types of teams on a complex future battlefield and is
key to developing the kind of combat vehicles that will carry
the human-autonomy teams, say research scientists Amar
Marathe and Anthony Baker, from the Army Research Laboratory’s (ARL’s) Center for Agent-Soldier Teaming.
“Part of the challenge from a communications perspective is
if you look at a team of soldiers working with a whole suite of

20

these autonomous technologies, how do they effectively operate all of these types of things simultaneously?” says Marathe.
Through its Next Generation Combat Vehicle (NGCV)
program, the Army is rapidly pursuing the development of a
portfolio of new armored vehicles and tanks to provide more
mobility, lethality and protection in close combat. To combat
adversarial threats—such as precision-guided munitions,
advanced rocket-propelled grenades, unmanned aerial systems or sophisticated electromagnetic weapons—the service is
calling for robust human-machine teams to operate within the
advanced vehicles.
“The concept for the NGCV is that you have manned
vehicles and unmanned vehicles,” Marathe says. “What we
are trying to do is get the soldiers that are in the manned
vehicles to work together and work with the technology
that is available to them, with those systems that are in both
the manned and unmanned vehicles, to effectively execute
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“The main thing that we want to be able to do is no matter how the teams are
interacting or speaking or communicating, we wanted a tool to be able to analyze
that or a measurement method to be able to study that, so that we can make
predictions about are they trusting each other enough, is there a good level of team
cohesion or are they performing to the standard that we’re hoping for, and so on.”
—Anthony Baker research scientist at Army Research Laboratory’s Center for Agent-Soldier Teaming
missions. It is our job to really figure out how to make that
human-autonomy team function.”
The researchers are considering several key categories
of autonomous systems with which soldiers will interact
simultaneously, including ground mobility systems, robots
and unmanned aerial systems, Marathe noted. “We are also
looking at things like embedded algorithms within these
systems for target recognition, or computer vision-based
algorithms that are going to try to understand the world
around us,” he says.
Knowing the possibilities of such advanced robotic systems only opened the door for more investigation about how
humans would effectively team with them, Baker adds. “If we
have those kinds of capable autonomous agents that have intelligence, you can think about it as a human,” he clarifies. “If the
[computer] is saying certain things, how does it say it, does it
apologize after making a failure, and if it doesn’t, maybe you’re
going to trust it less when it makes a mistake. There are all
sorts of considerations that come into play.”
When Baker first searched literature on communications
between human-autonomy teaming, he found that existing research did not address multiple robotic systems or did
not apply to military operations. “A lot of the research in this
domain is focused on teams of like two, three or four people
and generally with one autonomous system if it even involves
that,” he states. “But an Army platoon may involve 20 or 30
soldiers, multiple vehicles and autonomous systems. There is a
clear need to understand how those communication patterns
in those groups are coming together.”
In March, Baker and other researchers from the ARL and
Arizona State University published a toolbox of ways to measure such communications in the study, “Approaches for
Assessing Communication in Human-Autonomy Teams.” The
scientists examined 11 approaches for assessing such humanautonomy team communication: four of which are based on
the structure of the interactions; two come from dynamical
systems theory, looking at the dialogue across time; two examine the human’s speaking volume or pitch or facial expressions
to detect emotional states; and three approaches look at the
exact word choice and content of the dialogues.
“The main thing that we want to be able to do is no matter
how the teams are interacting or speaking or communicating,
we wanted a tool to be able to analyze that or a measurement
method to be able to study that, so that we can make predictions about are they trusting each other enough, is there a
good level of team cohesion or are they performing to the
standard that we’re hoping for, and so on,” Baker says.
The researchers found that several of the assessment

approaches worked with communications data that included
information about the people sending and receiving communication and a timestamp of the messages, along with the socalled aggregate communication flow, social network analysis
and relational event approaches.
“Aggregate communication flow and social network analysis
can be used even without message timestamps, but due to this,
they provide less nuanced data than approaches that can leverage interaction timing for more in-depth analyses,” the study
notes. “For scenarios in which only one data type is available
or feasible for capture, the voice, facial expression and linguistic synchrony approaches are especially useful.”
In addition, the researchers found that dynamical
approaches were beneficial. “It is often important to understand team dynamics over time: how teams change from one
interaction to the next, how their coordination is affected by
given scenarios, how they adapt their behaviors and interactions throughout the course of a task, and so on,” the study
suggests.
The study also considered the different ways computerbased systems can interact with humans, including through
verbal communications, touch, haptic feedback, gestures or
multimodal interactions. The autonomous systems can either
be a communication observer or a participant, with the former
assessing linguistic similarities in real time while a communication participant would have more “sophisticated capabilities, such as understanding how these linguistic features correspond to team processes and the external environment or
understanding how to produce natural language to make lexical, semantic and syntactic features comparable across entities.”
The researchers cautioned that autonomous systems
were only now “becoming capable enough to understand,
interact and adapt more naturalistically” with their human
counterparts.
To verify and test some of the communication assessment
approaches, the ARL researchers conducted several field and
simulation experiments. In one experiment at Fort Benning,
Georgia, the scientists looked at the specific exchanges of two
four-person teams—one group of soldiers and one group of
Marines—that were engaging targets on a gunnery range—
like performing tasks for vehicle gunnery qualification.
“We got audio recordings from what the teams were saying,
and I transcribed everything they said, I measured who spoke
to whom, as well as how often and at what times they spoke,”
Baker observes. “I found that soldier team was very rigid and
very particular about their communication structure. Their
back-and-forth communication between the vehicle commander and gunner made up almost half of everything that
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was said. The commander and radar operator didn’t even say
anything between each other. It was very focused on this one
pair of soldiers who were interacting with each other to do the
gunnery tasks.”
In contrast, Baker says, the Marines’ communication was a
lot more distributed and flexible across the team. “The communication between the commander and the gunner in that
team accounted for about 35 percent, and there was a lot more
of an even balance of the communication between all the
rest of the teammates,” he noted. “Now, what that tells us on
the surface is that there was obviously some kind of previous
training. The soldier team came into this with more experience, and they’ve also worked together before. The Marine
team has worked together before, but they were not as familiar
with the gunnery tasks. And what that tells me is the Marines
are trying to work out the task, trying to send out information between each other to share awareness of what’s going on
in the environment, what they’re seeing, what they’re doing.
But they didn’t perform as well in the end. So, if we know
that type of information is based on who is talking to whom,
maybe that makes it easier to predict how well they are going
to perform.”
From the experiments, Baker and Marathe learned that the
ability to obtain communications data that is operationally
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relevant can be a problem. “The current data collection methods are not always efficient enough to support fast, accurate,
real-time analysis of what is being said by a team,” Baker notes.
“For any measurement approaches that need to know what
is being said, the actual content, we often have to wait until
someone can record it and then transcribe it and then do the
analysis. Even with smart diction, or voice recognition software even, it is almost entirely focused on you speaking very
clearly in a quiet room. That is not very conducive to being in
a noisy vehicle and in a real operational environment with all
kinds of jargon and multiple people speaking over each other.
So, that is a really big hurdle.”
In addition, the researchers must build up their understanding of how the different characteristics of autonomous teammates affect the behavior of soldier teams in various scenarios.
The autonomous systems also have huge data requirements
to function properly. “That’s one of the biggest challenges for
fielding artificial intelligence-based systems,” Marathe suggests. “If we can take knowledge from our soldiers and understand their dynamics based on their communications, based
on their actions, then you can start helping the machines or
the autonomous systems adapt to the current situation much
more readily and operate much more effectively in a situation.”
Yet progress still needs to be made to improve the deduction abilities of the autonomous systems, Marathe continues.
“Another big challenge on the robotics side is being able to
infer the context,” he offers. “For a lot of these autonomous
systems, you can demonstrate tremendous capability in very
specific situations for which the autonomy is built, but when
you operate outside of that setting, when you operate in a new
environment, you often have trouble.”
In addition, Baker aims to tackle how human-autonomy
team performance, trust or cohesion can be predicted from
a team’s communication pattern. “That is still sort of an open
question,” he acknowledges.
The researchers will continue to improve how quickly they
can capture and leverage communication data, which will help
inform how the NGCVs are developed and apply to a broader
Army purpose to assist commanders in understanding team
dynamics and effectiveness.
“At the end of the day, we know that our soldiers and our
commanders are the most capable and the most innovative
in the world,” Baker concludes. “We know that they are going
to generate new possibilities and new uses for these things if
we put the tools and the science into their hands. We want
to enable them to win decisively in a complex and highly
competitive world so, if we can keep looking at these types of
human-autonomy teaming issues, especially as communication is so important, we know that we’re going to achieve that.”

U.S. Air Force photo by Airman 1st Class Joseph Barron
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COMMAND AND CONTROL

Airman 1st Class William King, USAF, technician, 352nd Special
Operations Support Squadron, troubleshoots a modem connected
to a parabolic dish in August, at RAF Mildenhall, England. JADC2
relies on globe-spanning high bandwidth links like these.

Probing the Fragility of JADC

2

The Defense Department’s vision of a totally
connected networked force worries some experts.

E

arlier this year, Defense Secretary Lloyd Austin
signed off on the U.S. Defense Department’s
first-ever strategy for Joint All-Domain Command and Control, or
BY SHAUN
JADC2, giving his imprimatur to an ambitious vision of a WATERMAN
fully networked U.S. military.
JADC2 aims to provide rear-echelon commanders with
continuous connectivity to front-line sensors, providing real-time data and offering an unassailable decision
advantage to U.S. forces.
On the digitally managed battlefield envisaged by
JADC2, autonomous vehicles and networked weapons
would be remotely controlled via cloud-based AI-enabled

software, so that a coordinated attack by land, sea, air and
cyber forces can be launched with the swipe of a finger.
But there’s growing unease among outside observers—technology experts and military scholars—who
fret that JADC2 relies too heavily on globe-spanning
continuous high bandwidth connectivity that may not
be there in a real conflict with a peer adversary.
And there’s also concern about the ability of the
Pentagon to enforce interoperability and compatibility
requirements to ensure that the different military services’ technology can all work together.
“In theory, JADC2 is a great idea,” says Chris Dougherty, a senior fellow in the Defense Program at the
Center for a New American Security who previously
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U.S. Air Force photo by Tech. Sgt. Samantha Mathison

was a strategic adviser at the Defense Department. “But in
practice, once you get out into the field, and once you meet
with an adversary that’s got sophisticated cyberspace, counter space and electromagnetic spectrum [EMS] warfare
capabilities, it’s going to be a lot more difficult to do.”
“It’s simply unrealistic,” adds Mark Seip, senior principal
for strategic initiatives with The MITRE Corporation’s Center for Data-Driven Policy—an internal think tank at the
federal research and development nonprofit.
Seip, who was previously a senior analyst in the office of
then-Defense Secretary James Mattis, highlights how the

the Air Force’s Advanced Battle Management System. Each
employs its own data standards and taxonomy tailored to its
own requirements.
At AFCEA Hawaii’s TechNet Indo-Pacific in March, Gen.
Crall declared data standardization—trying to force all the
services to follow the same rules—“a fool’s errand.”
“There is going to be diversity [in data formats and quality]; you have got to embrace the diversity,” he said.
Later that month, he explained what that meant. “This
is really about a federated data fabric to make this work.”
A federated approach involves building some kind of a
translation function so that each of the
service’s data frameworks can be made
usable by the others’.
A federated data fabric, said Tim
Grayson, the director of the Defense
Advanced Research Projects Agency’s
(DARPA’s) Strategic Technology Office,
means “not waiting for the Big Bang
moment where everything can just drop
into a single common network.” He said
one approach DARPA is piloting, called
Dynamo, creates a software-defined virtual network “that layers over the top
of ... heterogeneous legacy tactical networks, so it can make a [single] fabric
of a whole number of different tactical
networks.”
To the warfighter, “it appears almost
like they’re using the Internet,” explained
Members of the combat communications reserve dismantle a satellite dish in April
at Robins Air Force Base, Georgia, as part of the Total Force Expeditionary
Grayson, with the legacy networks being
Communications Rodeo. Combat communication units need to train in such joint
visited like websites.
environments to maintain global communications links that JADC2 relies on.
But governance is the key to the success
of federated data approaches, and in the
Defense Department governance can be “very, very challengDefense Department PowerPoint presentations “illustrate
ing,” says Seip. “It requires a lot of leadership attention and
the all-seeing, all-connected design of JADC2” using beams
horsepower” to push through service bureaucracy inertia.
of light or lightning bolts to show data flowing to and
The JADC2 strategy, according to Gen. Crall, identifies
from the various sensors, weapons systems and command
centers.
two channels for enforcement ensuring new weapons sys“The reality is, they’re fragile,” he says of those connectems and other technology meet governance standards. On
tions, vulnerable to attacks via the electromagnetic specthe military side, Gen. John Hyten, USAF, deputy chairman
trum, in cyberspace, and crucially in outer space, too.
of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, chairs the Joint Requirements
“Even in the best of times,” like the uncontested EMS and
Oversight Council, or JROC. On the civilian end, Kathleen
cyber superiority that U.S. forces enjoyed during operations
Hicks, deputy defense secretary, convenes the Deputy’s
in Afghanistan and Iraq, it was sometimes a “struggle to
Management Action Group, or DMAG, bringing together
be linked up and to share information in a timely mankey leaders from the service departments.
ner,” adds Seip. “In an environment where your adversary’s
“They each have a hammer to swing,” notes Seip, “and
actively targeting that connectivity, I think it is going to be
if they swing them in unison, they might be able to make
very, very challenging.”
some magic happen. But it’s an uphill battle.”
Lt. Gen Dennis Crall, USMC, the man who, as J-6 direcAnother challenge Gen. Crall acknowledges for JADC2 is
tor and chief information officer for the Joint Chiefs of Staff,
its reliance on EMS superiority. That’s something, he sugis responsible for providing the technology that will actually
gested, that U.S forces have come to take for granted: “We
make JADC2 work, recently acknowledged, “Our current
really were too soft, not making the progress we need to
network is too fragile to meet the demands of JADC2.”
understand the reliance not only for ourselves but for our
Moreover, Seip points out, there’s no guarantee yet that
adversary in that [EMS] space.”
those connections will even work across domains. Each
“EMS superiority is really a really big deal to China and
service is pursuing its own approach to JADC2, the Army’s
Russia,” says Dougherty, adding they have spent 30 years
Project Convergence; the Navy’s Project Overmatch; and
watching and learning from U.S. military operations and
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have developed—and published—concepts of warfare that
explicitly rely on disrupting U.S. EMS operations.
“Once you go into combat, and systems start to move
and start to maneuver, they start using the electromagnetic spectrum more because you’re not sitting down at a
computer terminal,” Dougherty explains. EMS is the “connective tissue” for networked warfare—“you can do cyber
attacks in the electromagnetic spectrum; you can attack
space through the electromagnetic spectrum.”
Indeed, space is a major source of the fragility of JADC2, its
critics charge. “Physics and geography in the Western Pacific
… are very demanding,” says Seip, noting that with the huge
distances involved, there’s little alternative to space-based
communications to keep the rear echelon in the loop.
But “space is still really, really vulnerable to all different
sorts of attacks” ranging from jamming or dazzling through
directed energy and cyber intrusions all the way up to kinetic
attacks like ASAT missiles or orbital colliders, points out
Dougherty. “You’re depending on a very, very vulnerable link
if you’re trying to connect people across distances in space.”
But paradoxically, space’s growing ubiquity has in some
ways added to its resilience.
Fifteen years ago, Dougherty recalled, U.S. red teams
emulating the Chinese People’s Liberation Army, or PLA,
in war games would almost invariably begin with a massive
all-out assault on U.S. space capabilities—despite the incalculable knock on effects, which might destroy other satellites, even Chinese ones. “They were willing to say, ‘Okay,
if we both lose space, that’s way worse for you, American
commander, than it is for me,’ and make that move.”
But the balance sheet on space for America’s adversaries has changed over the past decade-and-a-half, he says.
China, for example, now has a globalized economy just as
dependent on space assets (albeit largely different ones) as
the United States. “They really don’t want to just destroy
space altogether because it would be so harmful to their
own interests,” Dougherty notes.
Both Russia and China would now have to weigh the
possible cascading effects of kinetic space strikes, Dougherty points out. “Space architecture is not just a U.S. architecture; it’s a global architecture.” Both Russia and China
“want to fight limited regional conflicts over things that are
hugely important to their regimes,” like Taiwan or Russia’s
“near abroad” sphere of influence and will likely aim to isolate the United States from its allies. Destroying global satellite architecture won’t help that goal. America’s adversaries
“understand they are unlikely to prevail in an all-out global
conflict … They’re not suicidal,” Dougherty says.
Unfortunately, he adds, peer adversaries can effectively
counter U.S. space assets using only limited, reversible or
non-debris forming attacks like jamming, dazzling and cyber.
“This is a really, really hard thing to do,” Dogherty says
of JADC2. “I think there’s a fair degree of skepticism that’s
warranted.”
Seip says the reality of multidomain operations is that for
units on the front line, “There will be times when they have
absolutely no idea what’s going on” because they lack connectivity up the chain of command. For the rear echelon,

U.S. Navy photo by Mass Communication Specialist 2nd Class Keenan Daniels

COMMAND AND CONTROL

Fire Controlman 2nd Class Elijah Kuefler, USN, performs
preventive maintenance on the Tactical Air Navigation Satellite
(TACAN) of the aircraft carrier USS Nimitz. Communications
systems like TACAN are the weak link in the JADC2 concept,
critics claim, because they’re vulnerable to jamming, spoofing
and other kinds of electromagnetic spectrum attacks.

there will likely be recurring data “brownouts” as links go
down and narrower bandwidth alternatives are temporarily
stood up.
Networked concepts like JADC2 can still work for the U.S
military in the chaos and fog of war with a peer adversary,
says Seip, as long as operational units have the organic capabilities they require to fight through the loss of long-range
connectivity. “If you’re a carrier group [you don’t want] your
long-range refueling capability or some piece of your SIGINT
capability relying on that link back to home base,” which is
going to be constantly under attack and unreliable.
“It’s also about providing tactical units the ability to generate the information that they need on their own, process
it on their own, and communicate it [locally] on their own,”
Seip says.
Units also need to train for the reality, not the dream.
Seip frets that training for a denied communications situation is just one of a long checklist of objectives and often
gets short shrift. And units from different services—let
alone from allied militaries—rarely get to train together.
“Joint units don’t tend to train together until we’re actually on deployment or right ahead of it,” adds Seip. “Joint
integrated training must happen at the unit training level
much earlier.”
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Workforce development
must include education and
training for cyber readiness.

Cyber Warfare Begins
With Military Precision
Educating small businesses and implementing
workforce development is key to readiness.

T

BY JEREMY MILLER AND DAWN YANKEELOV

he small business sector must seize the day and
immediately begin taking the steps necessary to
implement tools for cyber resilience and cyber
readiness. Scaling cybersecurity services, education and training are crucial to national security.
Regarding the cyber warfare landscape for 2021, the
most critical group to secure is the small and midsize business sector (SMBs), particularly following the pandemic.
When working with tech-specific organizations and the
military, process management and a sense of purpose can
overcome inertia and apathy until a financial loss appears.
According to the U.S. Small Business Administration, the United States is home to 31.7 million small
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businesses that employ nearly 61 million workers—
half of the private-sector workforce. Small businesses
account for 99.9 percent of all U.S. businesses.
But even with all the emphasis placed on cybersecurity measures in Washington and within military ranks,
an SMBs’ core is vulnerable. More than two in five U.S.
companies with 50 employees or less have no cybersecurity defense plan, according to Bullguard in a 2020
survey of 3,083 SMBs.
The options for cyber deterrence may seem endless, and the definitions of “cybersecurity services”
vary so widely that SMBs are hard-pressed to make
an intelligent choice without extensive research into
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Federal and state partners need to accelerate and
information technology (IT) security features and benexpand the adoption of registered apprenticeships in the
efits. Worst of all is the increasing number of attacks on
rapidly growing cybersecurity industry, creating a netSMBs in the U.S. economy.
work of cybersecurity employers that can leverage best
It’s time to pursue cyber readiness in SMBs with milipractices to recruit, place and train hundreds of apprentary precision. For all cyber warriors on a hero’s journey,
tices each year.
understandably, the hardest step is the first one.
Employers must find the employees to assist in the
Here are some key recommendations about the actions
small business environment, and the registered inforneeded to improve cyber readiness:
mation technology (IT) apprenticeship model offers an
Effective programs must be championed in small busiopportunity to train workers on a lower pay scale into
ness circles of influence, from tech councils to managed
roles and responsibilities tied to cybersecurity. Veterans,
security service providers to programs designed by nonminorities and women need to fill the ranks and become
profits for basic cyber hygiene.
the cyber leaders that are so desperately needed.
Such programs could include those like the CyberRegistered IT apprenticeships, as well as other apprenReadiness Institute, the Department of Homeland
ticeship models, are important to the work of scaling
Security Cyber Security Advisor program (CSA) under
cyber education within small businesses. For example,
the Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency
(CISA), and the new CYBER-CHAMPS program (Cybersecurity Competency Health
and Maturity Progression Model) of the
Idaho National Laboratory (INL). Following
the practice model of a civil defense initiative, the goal for small business guidance
begins with helping them avoid practices
that would make them easy targets, assessing policies, finding vulnerabilities, gathering intel on problems, supporting them
with tools and tactics, and training them to
defend themselves. This model works for
the military in times of war and can work
in cyber warfare for small businesses. Military tactics work because of basic truisms
that must be followed for a force-multiplier
effect. Creating a larger vision plan for the
country—particularly small businesses—
remains a moving obstacle to bringing the
village forward.
The new CYBER-CHAMP program focuses
on identifying competency gaps based on
job-level descriptions. In this program, operational readiness comes from measuring policy
control, process control, practices observed
Small businesses could use military precision in tackling cybersecurity.
and program maturity, then moving onto
cyber competency health in roles and capabilities. The INL discovered a way to show a return on
Peregrine Technical Solutions had one of the first cyberseinvestment for cyber professionals to engage in higher-level
curity-specific Adult Registered Apprenticeship and Youth
training tied to their career performance, as well as building
Registered Apprenticeship programs with the U.S. Departworkforce structures in their companies for expansion and
ment of Labor. The former was approved in 2016 and the
cyber resilience. CYBER-CHAMP takes some of its core
latter in 2019. All of the employees were minority candicompetencies mapping from SANS Institute of job roles
dates, and the first graduate was a mid-career female.
and the National Initiative for Cybersecurity Education
Lionfish Cyber Security will kick off its apprentice train(NICE)/National Institute of Standards and Technology
ing programs for its own internal team as well as for clients.
(NIST) Framework. As an individual’s job description is
Apprentices will be able to implement solutions while
broken down into roles, the training plan is designed to fit
learning on the job—a key avenue for Lionfish to bring
the primary role.
success in the cyber ecosystem. Lionfish apprenticeship
Small businesses should increase the number of new
opportunities will offer college credits for the training while
cybersecurity apprentices, particularly those from underdefending the networks of the small businesses served.
represented populations, including veterans, women and
Even with a cybersecurity apprentice program in place,
minorities.
the problem of data loss remains. In the last three years, 56
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percent of SMBs have experienced an unrecoverable data
loss, according to Zerto’s 2020 Disaster Recovery ebook.
Simpler terms and broader understanding are needed to
foster knowledge-sharing about data-protection best practices in Americans’ everyday computing life. The proposed
term “data care” has been heavily championed by U.S. cyber
leaders Ron and Cyndi Gula of Gula Tech Adventures.
Government and other channels must clearly illustrate
that cyber hygiene is every American’s responsibility. This

Phishing has increased greatly since COVID-19 began.

begins with new messaging and targeted storytelling with
scaling across a broader sweep of American communities.
Possible initial areas for promoting cyber hygiene in a
state-by-state competition via state participation include
the Tech Councils of North America (TECNA) and
CyberUSA.
Using a cyber guardian’s paradigm, the need to make
cybersecurity engagement relatable remains. But small
businesses must take some responsibilities in their own
data care. Security is not just one person’s role; it is everyone’s role. Self-assessment sets the stage. An inventory of
assets and a look at existing controls management charts
the course from the beginning so that vulnerabilities can be
analyzed. Helping an SMB find the answers versus the right
questions comes after knowing where the gaps are.
Battle-tested approaches to a 24/7 cycle for incident
response and due diligence make up the boilerplate. Not only
do small businesses have to be cyber-ready, so must their
vendors and suppliers. Examining small independent banks
as well as community hospital networks reveals the vulnerabilities they are up against. In the banking sector, even
manipulated data can result in noncompliance with data
standards and can incur large fines. Phishing has increased
more than 400 percent since COVID-19 hit, according to a
January 2021 report in the ABA Banking Journal.
During the pandemic in 2020, 46 small hospitals were
taken down when a third-party provider, Blackbaud, was
hacked. Blackbaud is a cloud-based software company
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offering donor and fundraising management programs.
Some health systems reported several thousand people
were affected in the breach, while others, like Danbury,
Connecticut-based Nuvance Health, and Broomfield,
Colorado-based SCL Health, reported much larger numbers of individuals’ information in the exposure.
Verizon’s 2020 Data Breach Investigations Report cites
phishing as a primary leading threat, followed by stolen
credentials and compromised passwords.
The U.S. Cyberspace Solarium Commission recommends that the U.S. government
should “reinforce and authorize the role of
the NICE in coordinating U.S. government
efforts to advance cybersecurity workforce
development nationwide.”
Philip Niedermair, CEO of the National
Cyber Group and managing director of strategic alliances at Whiteford, Taylor & Preston LLP, has participated in the highest level
of cybersecurity warfare discussions. In a
recent conversation, he referenced a colleague, stating, “The challenge we face in
cyber education at all levels was perfectly
summed up by Lt. Gen. Karen Gibson, USA
(Ret.), recently retired deputy DNI [director
of national intelligence], when she put it in
terms of prioritization and said, ‘Improving cyber education at all levels is as essential to our national security as developing
advanced weapons systems.’”
There’s no time like the present to begin taking steps
toward cyber resilience and cyber-readiness as an important part of national security. Calls to action for scaling
cyber apprenticeship training must include evaluation
and best practices as a central feature to ensure effectiveness; otherwise, there is no basis for identifying the
programs that warrant being scaled up and expanded
nationally.
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Jeremy Miller is the founder and CEO of Lionfish Cyber Security. He has served in the Army as a Green Beret in the Special
Forces and also served in two wars.
Dawn Yankeelov serves on the International Small Business
Advisory Board of The Cyber Readiness Institute, as well as
the Tech Councils of North America’s (TECNA) Tech Public
Policy Committee. She founded Aspectx, her PR and communications firm in 1989, serving international clientele including emerging technology companies, and federal plus state
government agencies interested in growth.
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CYBER

National security objectives can only
be achieved when the government
and private sector work together.

Mind the Cyber Gap
The U.S. information warfare approach must
evolve to counter Chinese influence threats.

A

BY CMDR. ERIKA DE LA PARRA GEHLEN, USN

s China continues to threaten U.S. national
security through a whole-of-society warfare
strategy, a government-private sector partnership must be a fundamental component of the
U.S. government’s approach to information advantage
and countering China’s attacks.
Societies enjoy new prosperity but also suffer new
vulnerability in an increasingly networked world. The
2020 Cyberspace Solarium Commission describes
the cyber landscape’s strategic dilemma as one that
“requires a level of data security, resilience and trustworthiness that neither the U.S. government nor the
private sector alone is currently equipped to provide.”
What has been largely missing from the public discussion, however, is how to address growing shortfalls in agility, technical expertise, and unity of effort
within the U.S. government and between the public
and private sectors in informational power, where
no one agency or individual has primacy within the

diplomatic, informational, military and economic
(DIME) framework. This is a gap that adversaries—
both state actors, such as China and Russia, and nonstate actors, such as the Islamic State—have exploited.
China threatens U.S. national security through coercive cyber-enabled operations in the information environment. According to the U.S. Defense Department’s
2020 report on military and security developments
involving China, these operations further China’s strategic objectives by targeting cultural institutions, media
organizations, business, academic and policy communities in the United States, other countries and international institutions. China’s military has stressed implementation of the “Three Warfares” concept—composed
of psychological warfare, public opinion warfare and
legal warfare—in its operational planning. Chinese information warfare (IW) is coordinated by the Chinese
Communist Party (CCP) but is executed by a wide range
of actors. One strength of global information networks is
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can support deterrence efforts, complement kinetic activity
and even precipitate cessation of conflict.
Lin characterizes influence operations as propaganda,
chaos-production and leaks and suggests four approaches
to protect against them. This is especially helpful, as the
U.S. government’s nomenclature is murky and stakeholder
roles and responsibilities are even murkier. Lin’s approaches
include avoidance, detection through the identification of
the ongoing information campaign, defense (media literacy,
fact-checking or limiting disinformation) and recovery
(issuing corrections or retrospective attribution). Yet, not all
target audiences will want to be protected, further complicating U.S. government alignment of the “I.”
The Internet and information are also a double-edged
sword for China. On the one hand, China’s booming economy and Chinese “netizens” have wielded incredible power,
U.S. Cyber Command Public Affairs Office

their openness, but this openness also makes networks vulnerable to the CCP’s IW, which targets human cognition and
decision making to weaken adversaries’ resolve.
America’s top intelligence officials believe China is the
nation’s number one national security threat, and John Ratcliffe, the former director of national intelligence, highlighted
the need to give U.S. policymakers unvarnished insights about
China’s intentions and activities, such as China’s massive
influence campaign against the United States. Avril Haines,
the new director, also agrees that “our approach to China has
to evolve and essentially meet the reality of the particularly
assertive and aggressive China that we see today.” As resourcing shifts to assess China’s threat writ large, ambiguity about
who in the U.S. government leads detecting and countering
Chinese cyber-enabled IW remains a challenge to winning
the information battle.
The Internet’s very nature makes responding to China’s IW
campaigns difficult. Renee DiResta’s “Social Network Analysis and the Disinformation Kill Chain” presentation during
the 11th International Conference on Cyber Conflict (11th
CyCon) explains why fighting online influence operations
is complex. The Internet’s anonymity obscures threat recognition, and its multistakeholder governance model makes
defending against IW challenging. The profit model for most
social media incentivizes user time-on platform and disincentivizes potentially controversial content regulation. The speed
at which information can be transmitted, or its potential
“virality,” makes recognizing and responding to online influence operations even harder. Borders are largely ineffective in
defending against cyber-enabled influence efforts, and the low
cost of entry and the proliferation of cyberspace touchpoints
in most people’s daily lives make countering IW at the speed
of relevance daunting.
That said, emerging of methods for identifying and analyzing digital IW can improve detecting and countering China’s
IW. DiResta’s methodologies include analyzing how people
receive info, who people decide to follow and trust, and how
and why people congregate. Shifting intelligence resources to
assess the Chinese threat overall is unlikely to adequately fuel
cyber-influence analysis. Thorny content-related policy challenges, such as freedom of speech considerations, can be contentious. Uncertainty about which U.S. informational power
stakeholders should triage/assess, prioritize and operationalize potential responses to these threats does not help.
Cyber-enabled influence operations involve gaining
access to online users and exploiting their cognitive vulnerabilities with tailored content to produce particular human
behavior. Cyber-enabled influence can be supported by
noncyber elements or can be conducted completely online.
Herb Lin’s “Cyber Operations v. Information Operations”
discussion, also during the 11th CyCon, describes how
the impacts can include informing, distracting, obscuring,
confusing, misleading and provoking. “Cyber influence
has potential pre-conflict operations applications, such as
establishing accounts for influence during conflict, ongoing
participation and engagement to establish credibility as a
source or party and laying the groundwork for others to do
work as “influence force multipliers.” Influence operations

U.S. service members partner with civilians to improve tactical-level
operations skills at a joint training facility in Suffolk, Virginia.

shaping international discourse. According to Gabriel Fung’s
article in The Diplomat, “Parsing China’s Cancel Culture,”
instances of international brands accused of offending China
indicates 120 such incidents since 2009, with as many as 40
in 2019 alone. China’s global market share and its online
influence have enabled robust implementation of its wholeof-society “Three Warfares” concept.
On the other hand, worried the Internet presents what
the 2019 Asia Pacific Regional Security Assessment by the
International Institute for Strategic Studies described as “a
nearly existential threat” to the CCP, China’s “comprehensive framework of laws, policies and institutions … exercise
tight control over online discourse and behavior.” According to this assessment, China views itself as engaged in “an
ideological confrontation in cyberspace, seeking to counter
foreign ‘hostile forces’… which [contribute] … to protests
that have overthrown authoritarian governments elsewhere.”
It also describes the CCP’s view of state control over cyberspace as “integral to China’s national security.”
China’s IW in the ideological battlespace is, for example,
operationalized by China’s 50-cent-army, Internet trolls
hired by the CCP, described in the Epoch Times article,
“China’s 50-cent Army Fabricates 450 Million Fake Posts a
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Zero Trust Mission
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Year to Spread Lies and Hatred.” It generates an estimated
448 million messages a year. Some messages criticize the
United States or play down the existence of Taiwan, while
others attack social media posts critical of China on topics
ranging from Hong Kong’s extradition law to the pandemic.
Some believe China, despite its efforts, may not actually be
winning the battle of the narrative, giving the United States
a chance to improve its approach to information.

U.S. Great Power Competition, as described in the 2018
National Defense Strategy, highlights both competing with
China and preparing for conflict. Optimizing informational
power is a key element of both, and America must reform its
informational framework now. Donald M. Bishop’s article,
“DIME, not DiME: Time to Align the Instruments of U.S.
information Power,” states the U.S. government’s four instruments of information power include the White House’s and
executive department’s public affairs,
the State Department’s overseas public diplomacy program, the military’s
information operations and the five
international broadcasting networks
under the U.S. Agency for Global
Media. Countering China’s IW with
“no one button to push” within the U.S.
government is tricky when the various
instruments, according to Bishop, have
“different authorities, appropriation
streams, boundaries, lanes, rules and
doctrines.” Informational power stakeholders must refine understanding of
IW threats, align and support each other’s efforts and work toward common
informational objectives. Only then
will the United States be able to more
effectively leverage nongovernmental U.S. informational power within
academia, nongovernmental organizations, the media, entertainment, advertising and other U.S. Internet content,
evolving its approach in the dynamic
information landscape.
Some advocates even go so far as to
call for bringing back the U.S. Information Agency. Others argue synchronization of the “I” cannot be achieved
by merely growing the government’s
bureaucracy. There is no single path to
achieving U.S. information competitiveness, but designating a position
or agency with primacy over government’s “I,” if appropriately empowered
with resources, authority and a
respected “seat at the table” of national
security decision making, is a good
start. The designated information czar
could appoint responsibility for particular objectives, such as funding and
authorities’ advocacy within the government and seeking partnerships and
collaboration with nongovernmental
American and international informational stakeholders.
The National Defense Authorization Act (FY20 NDAA) section 1631
attempts to streamline the Defense
Department influence operations by
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CYBER
clearly articulating the role of the Defense Department in
countering precisely this type of threat, authorizing operations “in response to malicious influence activities.” Authorities and resourcing are not optimized for these operations,
however, and the NDAA additionally mandated designation
of a principal information operations advisor (PIOA) responsible for oversight of policy, strategy, planning, resource
management, operational considerations, personnel and
technology development across all the elements of information operations of the department.
A report by the Government Accountability Office titled,
“Information Operations: DoD Should Improve Leadership
and Integration Efforts,” was published in October 2019. Last
October, the Defense Department named the undersecretary
of defense for policy as the PIOA to help improve its ability to integrate and supervise operations in the information
environment. This is a step in the right direction, because they
can guide the reform efforts of other U.S. government informational power stakeholders and enable a better transition
to a unified government information strategy. But efforts to
streamline the Defense Department’s “I” remain insufficient
to effectively compete. Ultimately, a government-private sector partnership must be an integral part of the government’s

approach to information superiority to effectively counter
China’s whole-of-society “Three Warfares” strategy.
Cmdr. Erika De La Parra Gehlen, USN, J.D., is a student in
the Cyber & Innovation Policy Institute Gravely program
at the U.S. Naval War College. She is an active-duty judge
advocate in the U.S. Navy and, most recently, the legal
advisor to Special Operations Command, Pacific. Contact
her on Twitter at: @erikagehlen or on LinkedIn at: linkedin.com/in/erika-gehlen-7797b61.
The views expressed in this essay do not represent the
official position(s) of the Naval War College, the Department of the Navy, the Department of Defense or the U.S.
government.
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This fall, high school students in Georgia will have
the opportunity to study the intelligence field,
thanks to a course added by the state’s Department
of Education. Reportedly the first of its kind in
the nation, the class will give students a leg up in
pursuing careers in intelligence, officials say.

Georgia Adds High School
Coursework in Intelligence
The curriculum will set the stage for possible careers in the field.
BY KIMBERLY UNDERWOOD

S

tarting this fall, high school
students in the state of Georgia will have the unique
opportunity to take an elective
course in intelligence and national
security studies. The class will introduce students to the field of intelligence, the associated activities to
gather intelligence, the roles of the
U.S. intelligence community (IC),
national security, the limits and capabilities of intelligence, careers in the
field, and how intelligence plays a role
in decision-making.

34

Justin Hill, associate superintendent of curriculum and instruction
in the Georgia Department of Education, who is responsible for the content fields and academic disciplines
across grades K-12, was the driving
force who led the effort to add the
coursework, seeing the great potential
it offers for Georgia students.
With Georgia’s Board of Education
approval of the course last December,
the education department will offer
the class this month, Hill reports. He
will begin to track the number of students enrolled in the class across the
state, beginning with some school

districts in the metro Atlanta area—
including Forsyth and Cobb Counties’ school systems.
Intelligence agencies such as the
National Security Agency and the
Central Intelligence Agency (CIA)
were already conducting recruitment and offering college scholarship opportunities to high school
students in Georgia and across the
United States, Hill says. And with
some universities beginning to present intelligence-related coursework,
majors and minors, he saw a gap to
fill, not only to introduce high school
students to the intelligence field but
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“It is imperative to debunk the common
perception that the intelligence field is full
of individuals like the fictional characters
James Bond, Jason Bourne, Lorraine Broughton
and Ethan Hunt. Intelligence is a process—
the intelligence cycle—and is a product.”
—LaMesha Craft of the MASY Group and a professor at the National Intelligence University

also to offer them foundational intelligence knowledge, should they elect
to pursue such a career.
In addition to his civilian role as
associate superintendent, Hill has 22
years of experience in naval intelligence and is currently a commanding officer for an information warfare
unit in the Navy Reserve. “I’m kind
of in a unique role,” Hill says. “There
are probably not too many people
who are curriculum directors in the
other 49 states that also happen to
have a side job in the field of intelligence. And I knew that, especially
after 9/11, a lot of universities had
started to add intelligence as a minor
and major within their political science departments, and I started wondering if we could do this at the high
school level.”
The unprecedented opportunity to
be able to take Introduction to U.S.
Intelligence and National Security
Studies would provide a leg up for
Georgia students, offering them a
clearer path to a potentially rewarding career, he adds. “In our case,
where we’re concerned about Georgia students, we are giving Georgia’s
kids a competitive advantage,” Hill
emphasizes. “We want our kids to
have a shot in some of these areas
and if they wanted to go further as an
undergrad, we’ve exposed them early
on to intelligence.”
Hill’s idea for a high school class
emerged after he learned two universities had added intelligence and
national security studies, including a major and minor program at
Coastal Carolina University in Conway, South Carolina—where Jon
Smith is the director of Intelligence &

National Security. Smith, who served
23 years in the U.S. Navy Reserve
as an intelligence officer alongside
Hill, advised him to contact Edward
Mienie, executive director, Strategic Studies Program & Partnership
at the University of North Georgia
(UNG) in Dahlonega, Georgia, since
they started their intelligence and
national security coursework in “my
backyard.”
The vision broadened after representatives from the CIA contacted
the state education’s world languages
coordinator Patrick Wallace about
offering internships and scholarships
for Georgia high school seniors. “I
was at that meeting with Wallace trying to help them determine a location, and that’s when I really started
putting some more thought to that,”
Hill explains. “If they are actually
recruiting and setting up scholarships for students, could we possibly develop a course to introduce
the field itself at a very fundamental level? Because there are a lot of
kids that are high school seniors and
juniors who love their social studies
courses, economics, world history
and U.S. history. With intelligence
being such a large field now, especially post 9/11, I thought why are we
waiting for kids to just accidentally
discover this industry?”
Hill formed an exploratory committee with Mienie and Dan Bubacz,
a retired Navy captain in intelligence. After that looked promising,
Hill reached out to Richard Woods,
the state’s superintendent of schools;
Caitlin Dooley, the state’s deputy
superintendent of teaching and
learning; and Joy Hatcher, the state’s

social studies program manager, to
begin drafting a class.
“We realized that if we were
to develop a course, we knew that
most of the teachers likely weren’t
in the intel industry,” he says. “We
would have to take on training and
supporting some of the teachers so
that they would feel comfortable. But
they probably don’t realize how fundamental the field of intelligence is
and how much they actually already
know. So, we went about developing
core standards, trying to decide what
was too much. We wanted to keep
it general but have enough depth so
that students could really explore the
critical thinking aspects of the field
of intelligence. To study, ‘why is this
happening’ and ‘where is this happening,’ and much more than just
memorizing the 17 intel agencies.”
Smith, Bubacz, Mienie, Hill, and
Hatcher all provided input, as did
the National Intelligence University (NIU) in Bethesda, Maryland,
and Brian Holmes, NIU’s dean of
the School of Science and Technology Intelligence. Holmes also lent
one of NIU’s contract faculty members, LaMesha Craft of the MASY
Group, to further the effort. Craft,
a retired chief warrant officer in the
U.S. Army, was an all-source intelligence technician and a master
instructor. After 20 years of active
duty, she retired in 2018 from the
Army Cyber Command, with several
years of experience teaching intelligence beginning when she deployed
to Iraq in 2010.
“The United States Forces Iraq
had a program where we were teaching Iraqi soldiers about the basics of
SIGNAL, AUGUST 2021 | Official Publication of AFCEA
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intelligence,” Craft explains. “That was
my first-time teaching intelligence.
It was a matter of taking the curriculum, modifying it and then teaching
Iraqi soldiers through an interpreter.
I’ve also taught my fellow [U.S.] warrant officers, in training or certification programs through the U.S. Army

Intelligence Center of Excellence at
Fort Huachuca. I taught undergraduate
students at Coastal Carolina University, where they have an undergraduate intelligence and national security
studies program. I also taught service
members that attended cyber courses,
specifically focused on how to conduct
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intelligence analysis in the cyberspace
domain.”
Craft helped inform the Georgia
state curriculum and created reference
material for teachers. The 30 pages of
Teacher Notes published on the Georgia Department of Education’s website
will guide teachers through the basics
of intelligence as well as provide many
resources, identifying museums, documents, videos and websites, she says.
“It is imperative to debunk the
common perception that the intelligence field is full of individuals like
the fictional characters James Bond,
Jason Bourne, Lorraine Broughton
and Ethan Hunt,” Craft explains in
the Teacher Notes. “Intelligence is a
process—the intelligence cycle—and
a product.”
Teachers will walk students through
an overview of the intelligence career
field, the authorized activities of an
intelligence professional, the composition of the IC, the various functions
of each of the agencies, the limits and
capabilities of intelligence and how it
plays a role in the government’s decision-making process, Craft notes It is
designed for students to apply analytical skills and critical thinking, as well
as include elements of the history of
intelligence, from the pre-Revolutionary War period to the Civil War, 9/11
and present day.
“I’m identif ying other places
throughout Georgia’s standards where
they can double back or highlight
the topics discussed in the intelligence class that the students would
have heard somewhere else in a history class or world history class, really
demonstrating how the history of
intelligence began with the history of
the United States,” she says.
For interested students to start
preparing for the intelligence field,
the class guides students on how to
potentially obtain a security clearance;
reviews citizenship requirements;
clarifies drug use limits; and reviews
personal integrity and conduct, Craft
notes. Getting their financial health
also is important, Hill emphasizes.
In addition, Craft is the course’s virtual specialist, and as such prepares
once-a-month lectures for teachers,
breaking down the state’s standards.
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She has created videos of the lectures and, this month, when the class
begins, also will be supporting a live
chat for teacher assistance.
“It’s been a great process for me to
bring both my knowledge of intelligence and my knowledge of how to
construct material so that it is easily absorbed by a variety of populations, which in this case is high school
teachers and students,” she says.
And while the class was designed
for upperclassman in high school,
freshmen or sophomore students
would not necessarily be precluded
from taking it. “But we do advise
that if a kid wants to do well in the
class, they need to have taken their
main social studies classes already,
such as geography, U.S. history, world
history, to see how you can pull all
that together,” Hill states. “Because
you know as well as I do that for

intelligence you really need to draw
from all of those classes and then you
put it all together.”
Once word got out about the developing high school course, additional
suggestions came pouring in from the
intelligence community, especially
from the Washington, D.C., area. “And
then we had a few people that were
young analysts that said, ‘You know,
when I retire, I would love to teach
that,’” Hill offers. The class provides an
outlet for those retired from the intelligence who still want to give back to
their country.
“If we’re really going to approach
the era of great power competition,
we are in this for the long haul,” Hill
notes. “And if we’re really going to be
in this for the long haul, we are going
to have to really expose more Americans to the possibility of this field,
because we are going to need more of

us, not less. And a good intelligence
workforce that is diverse is a workforce that represents all of America.”
For more information on Georgia’s
course, visit: https://www.georgiastandards.org/Georgia-Standards/Pages/
Social-Studies-Introduction-to-Intelligence-and-US-Security-Studies.aspx
The views expressed do not reflect the
official policy or position of the National
Intelligence University, the Department of
Defense, the U.S. Intelligence Community
or the U.S. government

contact: Kimberly Underwood,
kunderwood@afcea.org
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The Importance of Bringing Video
and Audio Distribution to your
Network Weapons System
Treating your network as a weapons system
will allow secure transmission of video, audio,
and USB data, and help protect sensitive data.
BY JESSICA VAN HORN
Did you know, in 2020, there were a
staggering 36 billion records exposed
as a result of data breaches, according to a recent report from Risk Based
Security? COVID-19 was of course the
catalyst for these infringements, as the
pandemic gravely impacted industries
all over the globe and opened the door
for cyber criminals to attack.
In the government, military and
federal industry spaces, it has become
increasingly critical to ensure that
all technology deployed is certified
and secure enough to handle
sensitive proprietary data. It has also
been common practice to look at
the network as a weapons system.
Whether you’re reviewing data in a
meeting space or actively engaged
in a command-and-control center,
your network must function as a
“warfighting” platform in order to
protect private information. Regardless
of the scenario, all data must be safe
and protected, as it is mission critical.

The Most Certified
AV-over-IP Technology
on the Market
Crestron’s most award-winning solution, DM NVX, is the only 1Gb AVover-IP technology in the world to
achieve the highest level of security
certification from the U.S. Department of Defense—from FIPS to JITC
security certifications. DM NVX is a
standards-based solution that works
with every network, and serves as one
platform that delivers flawless video,

38

audio, USB and control. The ecosystem of endpoints is designed to work
with all network and security protocols across an array of global enterprises, government facilities, military
operations, command and control
centers, universities and more.

bring video and audio to your network weapons system? The innovators at Crestron have broken down key
highlights of the DM NVX AV-overIP solution and how the technology
is designed to function in the most
secure environments.

And even better, Crestron DM NVX
is not only JITC certified; it is now in
NIAP (National Information Assurance
Partnership) evaluation. The NIAP cer-

Superior Performance
and Speed of Deployment

tification verifies that certain commercial technology or products will be used
to handle sensitive data, as mandated by
federal procurement. AV-over-IP delivers a fast, agile, compact and extremely
scalable way to distribute AV signals
over IT networks, and DM NVX is the
hardened, mission-critical technology any organization can trust for safe
deployment on the most secure of networks. Whether receiving data and intel
by land, sea, air or space, the compact
nature of DM NVX formats makes it
the ideal solution for the masses.
So, the question on everyone’s mind
might be: Why is it so important to

Crestron DM NVX technology
transports high definition 4K60
4:4:4 video over standard Gigabit
Ethernet with no perceptible latency
or loss of quality. Using standard
network switches and CAT5e UTP
wiring, a DM NVX system delivers
a high-performance virtual matrix
routing solution that is economically
advantageous and infinitely scalable
for any government or military-wide
4K content distribution application.
“Within high-visibility mission-critical
rooms, having a solution that delivers
no latency and visually lossless quality is essential,” says Jeremy Button,
director of Federal Sales at Crestron.
“When mission-critical teams have
to get real-time information based on
feeds that are coming in, you absolutely cannot have latency or visual
loss, and the resolution has to be perfect. If it’s not, commanders will have
to make time sensitive decisions based
on less than real-time information.”
DM NVX also features a rapid speed
of deployment when transporting
video and audio content. Button continues, “If something were to go down
in a military operation, it is important
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an agile, sustainable and scalable
infrastructure that can handle all types
of networks and classifications.

to ensure that the network can be
configured and ready to go, and that
AV can be routed within minutes. As
long as they have a network drop, they
know they’re minutes away from connectivity.” In a broader sense, the same
goes for any type of government or
military agency, command center, etc.
“Since the DM NVX platform is based
on network standards, you can ensure
that it will work on any enterprise
network that is designed for the application it is being deployed,” says Alex
Peras, manager, Product Management,
Digital Media at Crestron.

Equipment that Features
a Smaller Footprint
When compared to other competitive
products that feature racks and a large
amount of gear, DM NVX has a much
smaller footprint, and the equipment
is essentially a fraction of the size of
most. Many organizations do not have
the space allocated to house a wide
array of gear, which leads to issues surrounding available space.
DM NVX systems can mount conveniently onto a flat surface or rack rail,
and fit easily behind a flat panel display, above a ceiling-mounted projector, beneath a tabletop, or inside an AV
cart or equipment cabinet. Regardless
of physical size or how much space
is offered, DM NVX makes it easy to
store equipment and actually saves
space for missions. “The form factor is
huge in that you no longer have to use
these huge black boxes and stack them
up everywhere,” says Button.

Unprecedented Scalability
It’s no surprise that DM NVX systems
feature unprecedented scalability.
And at times, the scalability lends to a
customer’s budget. Customer’s spending cycles go up and down based on

their administration and how budgets
are allocated. The way to get the most
value for the money is going with DM
NVX because of its scalability.
“Since DM NVX is an endpoint or
device that can connect to a network
switch, whether your endpoint is
right behind the display or in a small
chassis in the rack, you’ve basically
condensed your footprint,” says Peras.
“In addition, if a customer wants to
grow the inputs or outputs of their
video distribution network, they can
put a source or a destination display
wherever they have an existing
network drop.”
DM NVX is also compatible with
Crestron’s XiO Cloud service, which is
a platform for remotely provisioning,
monitoring and managing Crestron
devices across an entire client base.
Built on the Microsoft Azure software
platform, XiO Cloud enables installers
and IT managers to deploy and
manage thousands of devices in the
amount of time it previously took to
manage a single device. Unlike other
virtual machine-based cloud solutions,
Azure services provide unlimited
scalability to suit the ever-growing
needs of an organization.

Multi-Class Security
Deployments and
Other Variations
Designed to function in the most
secure environments, and JITC
Certified by the U.S. Department
of Defense with NIAP in the near
horizon, DM NVX ships with a full
range of enterprise security features
providing peace of mind to IT. DM
NVX can be safely and securely
deployed without compromise,
meeting the most rigorous AV and
IT design and quality standards. The
system is deployed is many different
government facilities and serves as

With NIAP evaluation currently
underway, the certification will verify
that DM NVX will be used to handle
sensitive data. “Having this certification
really changes the game for the DM
NVX portfolio,” says Button. “No other
company has ever offered the government this level of advanced technology.”
With all of the deployments of unified
communications (UC) solutions, like
Crestron’s Flex video conferencing
portfolio, as well as the fact that there
are now hybrid spaces and employees
working in different locations, multiclass security enhances those capabilities by saving time and money. There is
the ability to now leave them in multiclass use as opposed to setting aside
a certain number of rooms. Thanks
to DM NVX, rooms can be easily
switched from one to the other.

Signal Types
DM NVX can encode or decode a
video signal to achieve imperceptible
end-to-end latency of less than one
frame. The image quality of the source
is maintained across a 1-Gigabit
network at any resolution up to 4K60
4:4:4. DM NVX can handle any type
of signal, including video, audio, USB,
KVM and more.

Conclusion
DM NVX is an evolving platform
that continues to get new features and
capabilities over time, as well as offering an unprecedented level of flexibility, scalability, security, ease of use and
superior quality. The NIAP certification makes it the most trusted network
AV solution on the market. DM NVX
is the gold standard for content distribution and Crestron looks forward
to delivering the next generation of
groundbreaking solutions and innovations in the years to come.

For more information,
go to crestron.com/nvx
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Achieving the Army’s Data
Imperatives at the Tactical Edge
BY KEVIN KEENEY
AND MICHAEL YOUNG
By design, the DoD Data Strategy
compels transformational change in
the way data is collected, analyzed
and leveraged. The mechanics may be
different depending on domain or joint
all-domain mission, but as referenced
in a previous SIGNAL special interest
editorial, the strategy’s endgame is to
ensure that trusted information gets to
the right destination at the right time.
As the largest and oldest service at the
tactical terrestrial layer of the joint force,
the Army has enduring data imperatives:
speed, scale and resilience. Executed
diligently, these imperatives facilitate an
information advantage for ground forces
in garrison and in theater.
Technology that maximizes data utility also plays a significant role as the
Industrial Age Army transforms into an
Information Age Army. Further, data
access and sharing use cases continue
to expand to the edge. For example, in
a recent report, Col. Yi Se Gwon, USA,
states that the way ahead for Combined
Joint All-Domain Command and
Control (CJADC2) and Convergence
includes “adaptable technologies to get
after data exchange.” He goes on to say,
“As the Army’s operational headquarters
begin to develop joint interagency electronic target folders in competition, tactical formations across services will have
a more comprehensive understanding
of threat capabilities, vulnerabilities and
capability requirements for exploitation.”
The bottom line: To “get after data
exchange” and facilitate an information advantage for soldiers at the tactical edge, technology solutions must
address the Army’s data imperatives
individually, and holistically.

Speed to insight
made simple
The Army’s first data imperative relates
to speed. In the modern battlefield, Sun
Tzu’s notion that “the essential factor of
military success is speed” morphs into

40

what Lt. Gen. Stephen G. Fogarty, USA,
calls the golden hour of information
advantage. At a recent Association of
the U.S. Army event, Fogarty’s briefing
noted that “whether truth or disinformation prevails in the operational environment is largely determined by one
key factor—speed.” The perpetual need
for speed in the military, particularly
in cyber commands, is underscored by
a recent Crowdstrike report that listed
Russian nation-state actors, tracked as
the name “Bears”, as having an average breakout time of 18:49 minutes.
According to Crowdstrike, “breakout
time is the critical window when an
intruder compromises the first machine
and when they can move laterally to
other systems on the network.” In less
time than it takes to watch the local
news report, the Bears’ reach spread
across a target’s network.
With this sort of adversarial activity
occurring as fast as it does, response
at speed for speed’s sake will not cut
it. Speed must be combined with
simple, intuitive tools that help Cyber
Protection Teams (CPTs) or Mission
Defense Teams (MDTs) detect, prevent
and respond to threats assuredly with
faster speed to insight. Tools that
speed up data ingest, normalize data
and humanize the user interface give
CPTs and MDTs what they need to

complete OODA loops faster and
with greater precision. Achieving this
simplified speed to insight is critical in
finding hidden exploits and deterring
them moving forward.
There are two schools of thought when
it comes to data ingest: schema on
write and schema on read. The former
indexes data up front, or upon ingest,
and the latter indexes data when it is
used. Schema on write offers scale and
performance, returning queries in milliseconds even on large amounts of
historical data. Schema on read enables
data to be ingested in raw form without
indexing, offering flexibility for defining and executing queries in the future.
These parsing strategies complement
each other, and can be used in combination on various use cases. It is no longer
necessary to choose one approach over
the other; one or both strategies can be
used as mission requirements dictate.
Additional speed and correlation
accuracy can be attained by normalizing
disparate data using a common schema.
A common schema defines a common
set of fields to be used when storing
event data, such as logs and metrics.
This normalization increases speed to
insight in two ways: First, a common
schema makes analysts more efficient
by reducing the amount of manual
correlation of logs, metrics and security
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events from internal or third-party
sources. Second, a common schema
standardizes how a search engine
responds. As a result, automations
like machine learning, workflows and
analytics remain intact.
CPTs, MDTs and others that work with
data are curious in nature and crave
intuitive tools that allow them to pose
questions in the way that their curiosity
steers them. Built-in functionality
like autocomplete increases speed to
insight by giving users the ability to
formulate questions that are meaningful
without having to know what fields are
available ahead of time. Humanized user
interfaces like this enable users to do
what they do best, faster.

Data visibility with
affordable scale
The Army’s second data imperative
relates to scale. Real-time data visibility
by the right person at the right time is
critical, but the ability to retain and look
back at older data is just as important
when it comes to detecting and mitigating hidden footholds that intruders may
have on a system. By no coincidence, log
and metrics data retention for at least
365 days is becoming standard procedure inside and outside of the military.
Traditionally, scaling for real-time data
visibility meant adding more nodes in
a centralized architecture. Scaling this
way has limitations because there are
finite data center resources in terms
of space, power and cooling, not to
mention the field constraints that may
arise on the tactical battlefield. Plus, this
approach is often unaffordable due to
the additional hardware and compute
required. Similarly, maintaining access
to historical data can be costly when
using a centralized architecture.
Through a combination of cross cluster
replication and cross cluster search,
data can be sequentially replicated and
indexed across remote clusters and
accessed locally via search according
to role-based security controls. This
proven method provides speed, scale,
relevance and security, and what’s
more, it is affordable.
Working with older data can be costly
because often back-up tapes that store
data must be pulled, transported,
cleaned, viewed, re-transported, and

re-stored or wiped. This process is made
even more antiquated by the fact that
users often cannot query data, they can
only view it. With frozen tier, however,
data visibility is significantly expanded
by storing massive amounts of data for
the long haul at a much lower cost, while
keeping data fully active and searchable.
Frozen tier works by using searchable
snapshots to directly search data stored
in the object store without any need to
rehydrate it first. A local cache stores
recently queried data for optimal
performance on repeat searches. As a
result, storage costs decrease up to 90%
over hot or warm tiers and up to 80%
over the cold tier.

Architecture resilience
on and off the battlefield
The Army’s third data imperative relates
to resilience. Whether an internet outage
occurs in garrison or devices operate
offline in theater, survivability of data
architecture is critical in the modern
battlefield. Disconnected, intermittent
and limited (DIL) environments
are common in today’s operating
environments. Due to the limited
bandwidth, decisions are sometimes
made with minimal data availability or
visibility. Also, just because bandwidth
is limited does not mean that adversarial
techniques are deterred.
Endpoint protection at the edge in DIL
environments is a key component of
resilience. Running machine learning
models locally on endpoints instead
of using a malware signature-based
approach enables the endpoints to
remain protected, whereas traditionally,
disconnected endpoints would have
out-of-date signatures and be at risk.
Plus, with configurable queues and
distributed-by-design architecture, data
and telemetry can be queued at the edge
if and when network communications
are down. When communications
are restored, data can be seamlessly
pushed from the endpoint to the
cluster ensuring no data is lost due to
communication issues.
In distributed DIL environments, cross
cluster search can provide the data availability and visibility needed by providing
query results from all other available
systems. Certain remote clusters can be
tagged as being more critical, ensuring
that communications exist with these

high value systems for the most accurate
picture. By design, cross cluster search
will notify users if any remote clusters
are unavailable to respond to queries.
Also, users can determine how long queries should take before a timeout occurs.
The modern battlefield needs agile solutions that function as well in fully connected environments as they do in DIL
environments. Protection of distributed
assets at the edge is possible while assuring a common operating picture through
data availability and visibility.

Solutions bred in
the data dimension
Taken together, the Army’s data imperatives and tactical edge requirements call
for solutions bred in the data dimension
with flexibility to take on new use cases
in demanding, and sometimes austere
environments. Armed with insight to
speed up the OODA loop, the Army will
prevail in any situation.
With a keen understanding of these
requirements, Elastic stands ready to
support our soldiers in the modern
battlefield. Solutions with simple user
interfaces like schema on write, schema
on read, common schema, cross cluster
replication, cross cluster search, frozen
tier, configurable queues, and endpoint
security are all available on our single
technology stack, powered by search.
We welcome the opportunity to
demonstrate how we bring speed, scale,
and resilience to your use cases.
Kevin Keeney is a Mission Support
Team Leader at Elastic. Michael Young is
Principal Solutions Architect at Elastic.

About Elastic
Elastic is a search company that maximizes data utility in real time. Customers
worldwide use our search, observability
and security stack to achieve datadependent use cases like website search,
microservice monitoring and IT/OT
threat detection. Deployable on GovCloud or on premises, Elastic delivers
powerful insight, no matter the mission.

Contact us at army@elastic.co
to schedule a demo at the
AUSA 2021 Annual Meeting &
Exposition in Washington, D.C.
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Assured Cross-Domain Access
Through Hardware-Based Security
BY SHAUN WATERMAN
Connectivity is at the heart of today’s
modern military operations. To conduct
complex, distributed multidomain
operations at speed and scale, U.S. and
allied forces need seamless connectivity
to enable real-time communications and
high-fidelity data flows.
But the military services have wrestled
for decades with the challenge of communicating and sharing data securely with
each other, let alone with non-DoD partners and allies. To take a few examples:
• Personnel working on classified
systems often can’t access high-threat
networks like the internet;
• Personnel working on one service’s
classified system generally can’t
access another service’s data;
• Personnel working on their national
systems can’t access allies’ networks.

But both kinds of conventional CDS
are increasingly inadequate to the challenges posed by ever-more complex
coalition military operations and increasingly more capable adversaries. Such
approaches might work for inter-service
connectivity, but they can’t securely connect the wider spectrum of partners
required for modern complex multidomain operations, like nongovernmental
organizations or untrusted governments.
“The security of legacy CDS is
increasingly questionable in an era of
near-peer adversary capabilities,” says
Henry Harrison, co-founder and chief
scientist at Garrison Technology Ltd.
“What’s more, the expanded reach of
today’s multidomain operations means
that connectivity is needed well beyond
one’s own trusted networks or those of
one’s trusted allies. Even historically,
that broader reach has fallen outside the
security envelope for legacy CDS.”

In its first-ever Data Strategy, published
last fall, the DoD acknowledged that it
still “lacked the enterprise data management to ensure that trusted, critical data
is widely available to or accessible by mission commanders, warfighters, decision
makers and mission partners in a realtime, useable, secure and linked manner.”

All software is vulnerable

Progress has been made. For example,
intelligence and defense agencies from
the Five Eyes nations have procured,
supported or developed cross-domain
solutions (CDSs) to enable connectivity
between IT systems at different security
or classification levels. However, these
CDSs have historically been constrained
by the level of security they have been
able to deliver. Such conventional
cybersecurity tools rely on threat
detection and remediation, and are
implemented in software. This means
that they cannot be trusted to connect
sensitive data to high-threat networks,
nor can they successfully police/filter all
of the desirable data formats that users
would like to exchange.

“We’re not just talking about bullets and
bombs,” says Dave “Flash” Flanagan,
vice president of secure consulting at
Garrison. In the expanded combat space
of gray zone conflict, multidomain
operations involve social media
campaigns, open source intelligence
collection and humanitarian projects
with untrusted partners. “With such a
wide-range of partners, you need to be
able to work with everything from your
most sensitive classified environments,
all the way down to Facebook,
depending on the op,” explains
Flanagan. “You need that access.”

Transfer CDS moves authorized data
from one network to another. Access
CDS enables a user of one network to
securely reach into another and interact
with it in real time.
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Countering the adversary’s use of gray
zone tactics and hybrid warfare requires
mobilizing all elements of U.S. national
power, including nonkinetic “hearts and
minds” operations conducted with foreign and civil society partners.

The integration of cyber warfare techniques into multidomain operations,
or MDOs, introduces another level of
complexity to the connectivity equation. Networks, no matter how secure,
might be toxic—for example if they
contain repositories of malware. Toxicity is another dimension of connectivity

risk that must be managed to ensure the
security of protected systems.
And just as the MDO environment is
becoming more complex, the threat
landscape is also darkening. “You have
adversaries out there (in cyberspace)
who are every bit as good as we are,”
says Colin McKinty, Garrison’s North
America general manager.
The problem is that legacy CDS relies
on software, and software is vulnerable.
All software.
Indeed, some computer scientists are
increasingly pessimistic about the possibility of ever being able to produce reliably secure software owing to the almost
infinite flexibility of a CPU. Softwarebased Turing machines, the general
purpose computers that power everything from laptops to washing machines,
can do pretty much anything they’re
programmed to, which is the source of
their enormous value. And the root of
their enormous vulnerability, because an
attacker can program them, too—Turing
machines can’t be locked down.
As software complexity grows, it
becomes harder and harder to guarantee
its security. Attempts to use formal
software assurance processes have
typically proved to be too expensive and
time consuming for practical use even in
security-critical use cases like CDS, and
in any case would need to be applied all
the way down into the hardware vendor’s
proprietary microcode.
Software-based security can’t be
guaranteed. “The battle for secure
software, safe from attackers, has been
fought and lost,” says Flanagan.

Non-Turing machines:
How hardware can
be made secure
But Garrison’s next generation CDS
technology relies on hardware-based
security, using components like field
programmable gate arrays, or FPGAs,
with security logic implemented as
non-Turing machines, to limit the
possible behavior of its equipment. NonTuring machines have a much more
limited set of possible failure modes, as
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multidomain operations conducted at a
tempo sufficient to keep the enemy off
balance. But achieving the connectivity
required is proving challenging.
“It’s been obvious for a while that the
‘gather all the data together’ approach
wasn’t going to work,” says David Wallick,
security consultant at Garrison and previously leader of the Defense Intelligence
Agency’s cross-domain strategy. “And Lt.
Gen. [Dennis] Crall [the three-star heading up JADC2 efforts for the Joint Chiefs
of Staff] recently called the ‘standardize all
the data’ approach a ‘fool’s errand.’”

Accessing networks and data from multiple domains is essential in modern military operations.

compared with the infinite possibilities
of Turing-complete software. That
limitation means these FPGA-based
implementations cannot be exploited by
an attacker in the way that software can.
“The integrity of our security
enforcement function, because it’s
hardware based, cannot be changed by
software,” says McKinty, meaning it’s not
vulnerable to malware or other softwarebased attacks.
FPGAs are integrated circuits (microchips) that allow digital logic circuits
to be programmed and reprogrammed
post-manufacture. This gives them the
reliability of hardware security and the
reprogrammability of software. The programming is done through direct access
to pins on the FPGA—a channel physically separate from the inputs and outputs
of the equipment itself. By physically protecting this channel and ensuring a robust
chain of trust from the manufacturer to
the appliance it is possible to provide a
very high level of security assurance.
The role of FPGAs as hardware
guarantors of security was laid out in a
2019 paper by the likely pseudonymous
Sandy Macadam. Macadam proposes
they be used in conjunction with the
“transform and verify” approach to data
advocated by the UK’s National Cyber
Security Centre, or NCSC—a part of the
GCHQ intelligence agency. In “transform
and verify,” data is stripped down to its
basic components and verified through
a non-Turing machine, before being
permitted into the network. Used in

this fashion, Macadam says, hardsec
architecture can “provide a robust and
practical platform for threat elimination.”
Garrison also uses a second hardwarebased approach, employing pairs of
smartphone processor chips. Silicon
Assured Video Isolation, or SAVI, performs the “transform and verify” process
by rendering the web as an image—raw
pixels are an easily verifiable format—and
uses fixed-function hardware to deliver
the non-Turing-machine implementation
to move it safely onto the network.
“Because we’re hardware-based, we can
be trusted in environments where other
access CDS products just can’t be trusted,
because they’re software based, and therefore vulnerable,” says Harrison.
He adds that when it comes to
modern CDS, access is critical—
transfer just can’t cut it.
“Transfer solutions will always have a role,
and an important one, gathering data
for training AI, for example. But there’s
a flattening of the data when you do that
collection and centralization,” Harrison
explains. “In complex, distributed multidomain operations, where you have warfighters in action at high tempo, there’s no
substitute for rich, real time interactivity.”

JADC2 requires
cross-domain access
Those kinds of high-tempo multidomain
operations with foreshortened OODA
loops are exactly the ones envisaged in
DoD’s JADC2 concept of networked

The data federation approach DoD is
adopting for JADC2 could be enabled
by Garrison technology, Wallick says.
To make the JADC2 vision a reality,
warfighters “need to be able to reach
across and down into any domain, or
classification or toxicity level and touch
the data in its native form.
“You can only do that through hardwarebased threat elimination.”
Garrison’s technology, says Harrison, “is
currently the only commercially available
product that offers hardware-based CDS
access at scale. This is the new frontier in
assured cross-domain access.”
Garrison technology is deployed in
networks with “tens of thousands” of
users, he adds.
This enterprise scale form factor, able to
serve thousands of users, is deployed in
data centers, but smaller form factors are
available to support use cases with fewer
users all the way down to “top of rack”
boxes supporting network/infrastructure
operations and management.
“The need is clear,” says Harrison, “Realtime data that can be accessed by anyone
that requires it—and this cannot be
accomplished by software-based CDS
alone. To do this without putting our
national security systems at risk, we need
innovative technology that provides
provable and quantifiable high level
security assurance.”
“To fight and win on the information
battlefield of today,” says Harrison, “DoD
needs cross domain solutions that provide
assured security and affordability. That’s
what we do.”

For more information: https://www.
garrison.com/en/cross-domain
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Meeting DoD’s Data Challenges
with a Federated Data Strategy
BY SHAUN WATERMAN
To maintain America’s advantage over
potential adversaries, the Department
of Defense last year outlined a data
strategy directing that military leaders
must “recognize that data is a strategic
asset that must be operationalized in
order to provide a lethal and effective
Joint Force that, combined with our
network of allies and partners, sustains
American influence and advances
shared security and prosperity.”
In the recent DoD OCONUS (outside
the continental United States) Cloud
Strategy, the department outlined an
“information ecosystem” required
to execute on that vision across the
globe: It “must include data to and
from various tactical devices and
mission partner environments that
enable information sharing with
coalition partners. … They must be
available regardless of geographical
location or coalition partnership.”
But the DoD has sometimes
struggled with implementing a
unified data strategy, hindered as
much by policy, programmatic and
organizational silos, as by legacy
infrastructure that was never built
to store the volume and variety of
data now generated, and lacks the
capability to route it efficiently.
To address these challenges, Deputy
Defense Secretary Kathleen Hicks
in June rolled out a new initiative
to stage a series of “implementation
experiments or exercises” that
would gradually build “foundational
capabilities” for data-dependent
technologies like artificial intelligence,
or AI, and joint all-domain command
and control, or JADC2. The AI and
Data Acceleration initiative, or ADA,
“recognizes the challenges that DoD
is facing and ... creates a concrete path
forward for a mission space that has
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often appeared to be more rhetoric
than action,” Hicks said.

customers—have had our own data
modernization journey”

Building the future force
with a unified data
strategy for mission

“Depending on how you count it,
there are hundreds or even thousands
of organizations in DoD, each
producing and consuming data for
their own mission,” says Strausbaugh.
“You can’t just impose a single set
of standards top-down. The key is
to be able to centrally define the
objectives and then decentralize the
implementation and the management.”

“To build the future force, DoD must
unlock and operationalize data all
across the department,” says Derek
Strausbaugh, chief technology officer
for Microsoft’s Department of Defense
business, “To achieve that, they need a
modern cloud infrastructure and they
need to use cloud native services to
catalog, manage and automate all the
data discovery and the processing and
transformation it has to undergo.”
The stakes could not be higher:
JADC2 relies on the availability and
the context of data to provide decision
advantage. The military application
of transformative technologies like
AI and mixed reality relies on data
the way conventional military power
relies on ammunition.
The DoD’s data challenges are
not unique, notes Strausbaugh,
“Data tends to be a messy business
in any enterprise. We ourselves
at Microsoft—and many of our

“This federated approach enables
some centralization around the tools
and techniques you’re going to employ
to make sure that data is visible
and available and usable across the
enterprise,” says Strausbaugh.
Done right, a federated data strategy
eliminates or reduces data silos, and
enables teams to share data more
effectively. This approach operates
on three core principles:
• Establishing federated agility
through data applications—lowering
the barriers to find, access and
exploit data through rigorous
governance, cataloguing, lineage
tracking and metadata application.
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• Enabling a system of intelligence
through data lakes, explainable
machine learning and AI models,
and ML and AI ops capabilities
that implement responsible and fair
implementation practices.

Azure Purview. Purview is a unified
data governance solution that
automates not just the process of
data discovery, but also sensitive data
classification, and provides end-toend data lineage guarantees.

• Building shared foundations for
shared data democratization by
applying Zero Trust principles
to both end users, processes and
machines trying to access and
operate on data.

Tools like these, and the cloud
infrastructure on which they
run, constitute the system of
intelligence—enabling data
interoperability without the need
for vast, unwieldy, centralized data
lakes. “The reality is,” explains
Strausbaugh, “you don’t actually
need to move your data around. To
break down those silos, what you
need is the ability to converge your
data in a federated fashion from all
your enterprise data systems and
your operational data stores. It’s a
federated multitenant model based
on shared infrastructure and a
common set of services, that lets you
operationalize the data you need.”

These elements enable a modern
data platform for mission that
provides analytics and insight for
everyone—in the well-connected
enterprise or in denied, degraded,
intermittent and low-bandwith
(DDIL) environments at the edge.

Meet the data
at the source
“When we were wrestling with this
data challenge at Microsoft,” the
company found data assets were
“on-prem, in multiple clouds, in
software-as-a-service solutions, in
private cloud environments, on third
party platforms,” Strausbaugh recalls.
“To bring order from that chaos, we
developed tools internally that we
now offer to our customers,” says
Strausbaugh. All enterprises need
similar capabilities to make good
use of their data: “You have to have
a catalogue, because if you don’t
know the data is there, you can’t
use it. You have to have metadata
and taxonomies because context
and linkage is what makes data
important. You have to have lifecycle management—if you are going
to trust the data, you need to have
an end-to-end understanding of
where it came from. And you need
analytics: You need a way to be able
to monitor, measure and manage
your data, and metrics for how well
you are using it,” he explains.
Azure Data Catalogue is an early
internal tool, automating the process
of data discovery, that has evolved
over time to include advanced
governance capabilities and became

By not centralizing data, a
federated approach also avoids
another pitfall, explains Eric Brown,
vice president, Microsoft Azure
Global Mission Platforms, “A lot
of systems produce duplicative or
overlapping data. That’s just the way
it is. If you centralize, you end up
spending a tremendous amount of
time moving, ingesting, normalizing
and indexing data before you’re able
to analyze. Our warfighters need
capabilities that allow them to sift
through data on demand, anywhere
and at any classification level.”
“You need to meet the data at the
source,” says Brown.

Zero trust for processing
Trust is critical for any data strategy
to work and especially in the DoD,
adds Vernon Weisenburg, director,
Microsoft Azure Global Mission
Platforms. “If warfighters are going
to rely on data to make life or death
decisions, it absolutely has to be
reliable,” he says.
“If we’re going to deploy these
technologies, whether through
augmented reality goggles or human

machine teaming, as envisaged in
the Skyborg program, we’re going to
need to trust the integrity of the data
pipeline,” points out Weisenburg.
To maintain that integrity, you need
a Zero Trust approach, meaning a
security model that effectively adapts
to the complexity of the modern
environment, embraces the mobile
workforce and protects people,
devices, apps and data wherever
they’re located.
“When people think about Zero
Trust principles in relation to data,
they tend to think of it in terms
of data at rest, stored somewhere
or data on the move, being sent
somewhere,” says Weisenburg. “You
also have to make data tamper-proof
during processing.” Azure Data
Factory provides cryptographic
protection of data throughout the
whole lifecycle—and at the massive
scale required for DoD operations.

Accelerating advanced
data workflows
Launching the ADA initiative in
June, Hicks said the experiments her
flyaway data teams would conduct
at the 11 combatant commands
will “set the stage for advanced
data management platforms.” These
platforms will “enable open standard
architecture and the production
of scalable testable and repeatable
data workflows, which facilitate
cross domain and cross component
experimentation and development.”
With Azure as a foundation
for advanced data workflows,
government customers benefit from a
broad range of data services that are
unparalleled from ground to cloud,
providing limitless scale, built-in
intelligence, best-in-class security,
and the freedom to gain insights
from data anywhere.

For more information
Azure.com/gov
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Achieving Decision Dominance
by Empowering the Tactical Edge
BY SHAUN WATERMAN
“Decision dominance … is the
ability for a commander to sense,
understand, decide, act and assess
faster and more effectively than any
adversary,” Army Futures Command
Commander Gen. John “Mike”
Murray, USA, told the Association
of the U.S. Army Global Force Next
virtual conference in March.
In modern warfare, against near-peer
adversaries, victory will no longer
be guaranteed by strength of arms
alone. Speed and accuracy of decision
making will be more critical than ever,
and in many circumstances, decisive.
“Decision dominance has three parts,”
explains Chris Yates, Red Hat’s DoD
strategy solutions architect. “It means
first and foremost making the best
decision, objectively—like in chess
where there’s always a ‘best move’—
but that means you have to have all
the information.”
But in a chaotic and fast-moving
combat situation, he adds, “decision
dominance has a second aspect:
Making the best decisions you can
with the information you actually
have available at the time.”
“Decision dominance requires
that the right people and the right
systems have access to as much of the
right data as they can get at the right
time,” says Yates.

if I can halve the length of my OODA
[observe, orient, decide, act] loop, I
can make two moves for every move
my opponent makes, and I can’t lose.”
Achieving decision dominance like
that in a complex, multidomain
conflict means being able to access
and analyze multiple data sources
and streams, from multiple domains,
at machine speed, to foreshorten the
OODA loop. And it means being able
to do so wherever needed, not just
back in the rear echelon, but out with
the forward deployed forces—at the
point of the spear.
Yates says there are several key
capabilities the Army needs to make
decision dominance possible:
Data locality—Pre-positioning the
right data so the right people and
systems can access it when the right
time comes.
Automation—The ability to swiftly
and automatically deploy software in a
standardized, repeatable way.
Edge cloud capabilities—AI and the
data it requires needs to live at the
tactical edge, and that means having
cloud capabilities there.

Data locality:
Pre-positioning what
the warfighter needs

“Having at our fingertips the information that we need to be able to make
decisions is vitally important, because
the faster that data is available, the
faster we can make those decisions,
and the greater the advantage we can
gain … Decision dominance is thirdly
about the speed of decision-making.”

“As a warfighter,” adds Joel Stein,
business development manager for
Red Hat, “I don’t need access to all
the data—too much irrelevant data
will actually slow me down. What I
really need is the ability to have the
relevant data, the data I need for my
mission, as close to me as possible in
the cloud environment to reduce the
latency and risk.”

Yates uses the analogy of a chess game.
“I move, then my opponent moves. But

And that data has to be available
on the move, adds Stein. “Future
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conflicts will be fought on the move.
We know peer adversaries will
exploit our use of the electromagnetic
spectrum [or EMS]. We emanate,
they shoot ... That means you have to
keep moving. If you stop, you die.”
Stein, who is a Signal Corps officer in
the Army National Guard, recalled
how, for counter-insurgency operations in Afghanistan and Iraq, the
Army required access to the biometric data of suspected terrorists and
insurgents. “We needed to know who
is coming across the border, who
are these guys we apprehended. …
Because we were wasting our time
detaining sheep herders and we were
losing hearts and minds as a result—
lack of data was causing us to fail in
the mission.”
Warfighters on the ground didn’t
need access to all of the data in the
DoD global biometric repository,
points out Stein. They only needed
access to the biometrics of suspects
and targets in that region—only
the data that was relevant to their
mission.
The solution was to “take the
biometric data repositories of people
who were of interest in that region,
and figure out how to containerize
that data and pre-place it in the
battlespace,” so it was immediately
available to forces on the ground.
Extolling the virtues of prepositioning for data and other
materiel, Gen. Murray has joked that
“The best way to get from point A to
point B—is to already be at point B.”
“That’s part of the value Red Hat
provides,” says Stein: “The ability to
locally store that data in a hybrid
infrastructure environment, and
make it accessible through pre-placed
containerization, so the data and the
applications you’re going to require
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in the environments you’re going to
are pre-positioned downrange.”
That preplacement is vital, Stein adds,
because of the long and fragile communication links between the frontline
and the rear echelon.
Even at the speed of light, delays add
up, he explains. Every satellite hop the
data has to make to orbit and back
means a 700 millisecond latency, long
enough to make some software packages using it glitchy. And it relies on a
channel which will be under attack in a
conflict with a peer adversary.
“A peer competitor will be trying
to jam those channels, and even if
we succeed in keeping them open,
bandwidth will be limited,” says Yates.
“We can’t afford the delays and risks
involved in collecting all the data,
important and trivial, piping it all back
to the continental U.S., processing it
there and then pushing the decision
back out to the edge.”
“We need the ability to triage and
process data and make decisions based
on it at the edge,” says Yates. “Red
Hat’s open hybrid cloud provides the
software infrastructure that makes
that possible. … It’s the plumbing
behind the scenes.”

Vendor agnostic
automation: A scalable,
flexible infrastructure
When it comes to automation, open
standards-based architectures, like
those in Red Hat’s Ansible Automation
Platform, allow generalizable automation, which is vendor agnostic, explains
Yates. “You may have proprietary automation for one [network equipment]
vendor, but you are absolutely for sure
going to be operating in a vendorheterogeneous environment. ... There
are no more monocultures. You need a
solution that can deal with that.
“Ansible allows you to automate
anything that you can manage with
mandates, so you can automate many
things with this same automation. And
it can leverage proprietary [network
equipment] vendor automation, so

even if you already made an investment in that, it can still be integrated
through the general automation environment,” Yates concludes.

Data at the tactical edge:
The lifeblood of
artificial intelligence
Data at the tactical edge is also the key
enabler for artificial intelligence, or AI.
Data is used to train AI, and once the
algorithms are deployed, data is the
raw material on which they work.
“Data localization plus artificial intelligence equals decision advantage at the
edge,” is the way Yates puts it.
Mike Zizza, Red Hat’s DoD strategic
accounts manager, traces this thinking
to the military decision-making process (MDMP.) “Data at the edge will
come from multiple sources—intelligence assessments, signal intercepts,
satellite imagery, weather, open source,
maps etc. It all must be accessed and
arranged quickly to really enable ‘edge
MDMP.’ So distilling actionable and
consumable information for a brigade
staff, even down to platoon level, will
mean dealing with constant streams of
information necessitating continuous
IPB [intelligence preparation of the
battlefield] and therefore continuous,
living, COA [course of action] analysis,” says Zizza.
At a recent Technical Exchange Meeting for the Army’s Capability Set
25—the third and most advanced
stage of the service’s ongoing network
modernization program—the Army
announced it was seeking AI capabilities to help with logistics assessments.
Currently, according to a draft
procurement document, sustainment
staff do much of their work “manually
or with basic office applications that
require time-intensive preparation
and data entry,” including re-entering
data from one system into another.
“The expected growth in the scale
and complexity of the technology
footprint in all warfighting functional
domains will only serve to increase the
difficulty of information management
tasks without automation.”

By automating these processes, Zizza
says, better information will be available more quickly to the right decision
makers, enabling decision advantage,
and eventually decision dominance.

A proven solution
Red Hat software infrastructure provides edge cloud capabilities flexible
enough to achieve decision dominance
in multidomain operations, where
units may be required to shift mission
at a moment’s notice. “Pre-positioning
data and apps is all very well,” says
Stein, “but if the mission changes, it
may require access to different data. I
need repeatable, automatable processes
that can place that downrange where
the warfighter is.”
Red Hat’s OpenShift is a proven solution for just that kind of scalable, flexible, deployable infrastructure. It provides the foundation for Verizon’s 5G
core, helping to enable edge computing
capability for the telco.
“Think about the Super Bowl, or
any event where you suddenly have
hundreds of thousands of additional
customers needing bandwidth,
needing data, using apps,” says Yates.
“The way Verizon handles that is they
have ‘burst capability.’ They bring in
the mass-produced and affordable
5G hardware components, and they
use automation around that to be
able to rapidly and repeatably deploy
configurable systems. … They use
content delivery networks to preposition data and computing power
nearer to the customer.”
Those are exactly the kind of flexible,
scalable capabilities that the Army
will need to deploy to ensure decision
dominance in complex multidomain
operations, notes Yates: “The same
kind of burst capability is needed on
the modern battlefield. That’s what
Red Hat delivers.”

For more information
visit redhat.com/dod.
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Leveraging Software
Emulation to
Root Out Hackers
Big data and automation tools help organizations
fingerprint malicious online behavior.
BY HENRY S. KENYON
Cyber attacks present an increasing
threat to the United States across
all sectors of government and
commercial industry, from the
battlefield to the factory floor,
requiring a strong, holistic approach
to cyber defense through active
monitoring and modeling techniques.
Recent attacks, such as the Russianbacked espionage operation that
compromised a server at software
developer SolarWinds Inc., affecting
its downstream customers—including
half a dozen federal agencies—and the
recent ransomware attack on Colonial
Pipeline Company, which halted fuel
shipments to much of the U.S. East
Coast for over a week, represent a
grave threat to national security.
Defending against such attacks can
be difficult and recovering from
an incident such as a ransomware
lockdown can be almost impossible
for smaller companies to recover
from, explains Lee Chieffalo, technical
director of cybersecurity operations
at Viasat. Because many businesses
can’t afford an in-house security team,
they end up being more vulnerable to
cyber attack, he said.
The increased digitization of the American workplace compounds these problems by increasing an organization’s
attack surface. It also makes it difficult
to return to paper-and-pencil operations if systems, data and missioncritical capabilities are inaccessible.
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In many cases, organizations such as
hospitals that must keep certain critical
systems running have little choice but
to give in to hackers’ demands.
“Do I stay down for weeks or months,
unable to do anything, or do I just pay
this ransom? It’s very profitable, very
easy to do, and very hard for companies to recover from and fight off,”
Chieffalo said.
Compounding this problem is the
COVID-19 pandemic and the massive
shift from office to home-based work
with the need to extend corporate networks to individual worker’s homes.
With more people remotely accessing
extended networks, it creates a greater
surface area for attackers to exploit.
Connected networks are also an important way U.S. and allied forces operate
on modern battlefields. While networked sensors and communications
systems give commanders better situational awareness, it also creates potential
avenues for cyber attack. Chieffalo notes
that the cyber domain is a major area
of focus in military circles as it brings a
powerful asymmetric warfare capability.
“Every major military in the world
is trying to figure out how they can
protect themselves as well as leverage
it as an offensive capability,”
Chieffalo explained.

Fighting back
One way to protect a network, especially for companies that can’t afford

dedicated security teams, is to partner
with an internet service provider or
cybersecurity company to monitor their
network traffic for unusual activity, said
Nick Saunders, director of analytics
with Viasat’s Cybersecurity Services.
Internet and communications service
providers like Viasat augment their
customers’ security by protecting their
networks and alerting them if anything
out of the ordinary is detected.
“We provide our customers a unique
cybersecurity capability that enhances
their connected experience, whether
in an enterprise or tactical setting. This
can be bundled as part of a wireless
service package or as a stand-alone
cyber capability,” Saunders said.
The volume of data Viasat handles for
its customers provides unique access
to vast amounts of cyber intelligence,
monitoring over 2.4 billion network
events daily. With the amount of data it
manages and monitors, Saunders noted
that the company is able to identify
and characterize an incident or attack
type, learn from it and apply those lessons laterally to other customers and
situations. Effectively, this mirrors the
way attackers move laterally across victims by exploiting a weakness, but in a
reverse, positive manner, he said.

The emulation toolbox
Emulation is a key weapon Viasat has
in its arsenal to help customers. This
takes several forms, from collecting
data and creating digital “fingerprints”
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“Do I stay down for weeks or months,
unable to do anything, or do I just pay
this ransom? It’s very profitable [ransomware], very easy to do, and very hard for
companies to recover from and fight off.”
–Lee Chieffalo, technical director of cybersecurity operations, ViaSat Inc.
to identify cyber attack types and
the groups behind them, to red team
testing of networks and modeling outcomes for different types of defenses.
Viasat uses the data it pulls in from the
networks it supports and monitors to
build a behavioral library of different
threat types and groups, explains
Jessica O’Bryan, the company’s Cyber
Threat Intelligence and Threat Hunt
Development lead. She adds that
there are many open-source threat
intelligence reports commercially
available and that everyone—the
good guys and bad guys—has access
to them, but she said Viasat goes one
step further by building adversary
behavioral threat profiles that have
never been published.
Besides creating a behavioral threat
library, another of Viasat’s advantages
is that it is an internet service provider.
This is important because it provides
access to vast amounts of traffic and
cyber events; this enables the company
to capture events and validate and
implement protection mechanisms
before they make it to its customer
networks, explains Saunders.
“We have a very wide aperture
perspective on threats, from fixed
terminals to aircrafts and enterprise
networks. We use our learnings and
observations on one network to
contextualize threats to a particular
industry or attempts to affect a
particular person,” Saunders said.
This bird’s-eye view of internet
traffic lets Viasat collect data on
how hackers operate and what tools
they use, which in turn lets the
company build new defenses that
can be applied to all its customers.

Modeling threats and
threat hunting solutions
Part of building out these defenses
involves threat modeling and threat
hunting. One way to determine if
new cyber defenses work is to try to
hack them. Using red teams trained
in offensive security and hacking
techniques, Viasat can test and
determine if the defenses it developed
can withstand a cyber attack. Adversary
emulation methodologies are used
to determine whether detection
systems work properly against a range
of threats, explains Jonathan Wyatt,
Viasat’s Red Team lead. Threat hunting
techniques are also used to proactively
determine whether an adversary has
gained access to a network segment.
The output of a threat hunt can be used
to develop detection systems tuned to
specific types of attacks.
Viasat’s analytical approaches undergo
different stages, explains Saunders. One
approach is for company data scientists
to develop adversary behavioral
detection tools that can identify a
specific threat signature. Wyatt notes
that this allows Viasat to sift through
its network traffic in certain ways that
permit better threat detection.
Once enough data has been collected
through this process, it can be moved
to a machine-learning model that can
be used to develop a more refined security product, response, or alert that can
be broadcast to analysts or other users.
“Once we achieve trust in that model,
then we’ll deploy that into production
and then watch it over time and monitor it and see if it’s still coming up with
findings or if it needs to be tweaked
and responded to,” Saunders said.

Once a problem is detected, response
and remediation efforts will vary,
depending on the customer. Some
clients have arrangements where
Viasat can help mitigate any problems
caused by a cyber attack, but
sometimes this isn’t possible with
certain organizations, such as some
government agencies where endpoints
are managed by government entities.
However, in other circumstances,
the company can step in and stop
an attack on behalf of the client,
said Chieffalo. “It’s truly customerdependent on the case,” he explained,
noting that one caveat to nonintervention would be if an attack
posed direct harm to Viasat’s network.

Viasat: a unique history
Perhaps best known for its satellite
communications products and services,
Viasat began some three decades ago
as a contractor supplying the Defense
Department and other government
agencies with its secure communications hardware. One of its specialties in
this area, and something which it is still
a market leader in, is encryption and
information assurance.
Because Viasat’s equipment is designed
to work over wide area networks and
beyond line-of-sight connections,
the shift to digital communications
and the need to augment that
with a layer of cybersecurity came
naturally, explains Saunders. An
important aspect of this is the end user
experience, especially when different
pieces of equipment and cybersecurity
software are working together.
“Sometimes it’s better to look at the
whole picture and think about it from
a holistic perspective. That’s how we’re
approaching the cyber problem. You
can’t have communications without
security,” Saunders said.

For more information, go to
https://www.viasat.com/defense/
cybersecurity/
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The Zero Trust Approach To
Information Security For The
Mobile Workforce
Modern Authentication Can Secure DoD Information
for Excellence in Mission Execution
BY DANELLE BARRETT,
Principal, Deep Water Point,
and JEREMY GRANT,
Managing Director, Venable

This scenario is all too common
of late: A service man teleworks
from home, supporting his
command’s logistics and
connected to his government
network via a Common Access
Card (CAC). While the
pandemic abates across the
United States, he and many in
the workforce will continue
telecommuting as governments
have committed significant
resources toward cloud-based
services and cybersecurity
solutions for accessing
cloud data.
A Zero Trust approach is
imperative in a world where
data and users are not colocated within the same
perimeter, as indicated by the
May 12 White House Executive
Order #14028. Deploying strong
authentication upfront as a
foundation when building out
a Zero Trust strategy is also key
to successful missions.
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The urgent need for
supplemental authentication
to the CAC
While the CAC offers great
security, it is a 20-year-old
DoD platform and falls short
for authentication to cloud
environments or for use with
mobile devices. Instead, federal
agencies need newer
authentication technologies,
namely hardware security keys
such as YubiKeys from Yubico,
which are built for cloud and
mobile-first environments.
These can support both CAC
authentication via a derived
CAC credential and newer
FIDO2 authentication standards.
They also help to prevent manin-the-middle (MiTM) attacks
seen with soft token use. Notably,
Yubico is a founding member
of the non-profit FIDO Alliance,
formed to create new, modern
approaches for authentication,
and has helped lead development
of the FIDO2 standards. FIDO2
security keys can augment, and
potentially replace, the CAC to
better support identity and
access management (IAM) and
authentication, especially across
cloud-based environments and

modern devices. Governments
can expect robust futureproofed cybersecurity
environments with FIDO2,
ensuring compliance with the
National Institute of Standards
and Technology (NIST) SP
800-207 Zero Trust Architecture,
the emerging preferred industry
and government framework
for data protection and
identity management.
Beyond the authentication layer,
military commands and agency
leaders are tackling data access
on several fronts—learning
user patterns and heuristics
for data needs, building data
ontologies to put data into
context, and incorporating
artificial intelligence (AI)
and machine learning (ML)
capabilities to proactively
present information to users.
The larger data ecosystem will
understand a user’s unique roles
and data needs, and will scour
multiple data sources to provide
the user with the most timely,
relevant, and secure data to
perform logistics missions. This
involves automation to help tag
data at the lowest level with the
proper security metadata for
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every user and their role, which
will in turn improve data access
approval and continuous
monitoring. Many of these
data sources will be cloud based.
Complementing these
approaches with technologies
such as FIDO2 and hardware
security keys, along with secure
role-based access to web/cloud
enabled data, will significantly
reduce attack surfaces for
adversaries to exploit.
The shift from perimeter
defense to Zero Trust
architectures
As the Department of Defense
moves to a data-centric
environment, its cybersecurity
model will shift from a
primarily perimeter defense
focused to the Zero Trust
cybersecurity model. As
defined in NIST’s Zero Trust
Architecture, Zero Trust
cybersecurity is:
“The term for an evolving set
of cybersecurity paradigms that
move defenses from static,
network-based perimeters to
focus on users, assets, and
resources. A zero trust
architecture uses zero trust
principles to plan industrial and
enterprise infrastructure and
workflows. Zero trust assumes
there is no implicit trust granted
to assets or user accounts based
solely on their physical or
network location (i.e., local area
networks versus the internet)
or based on asset ownership
(enterprise or personally
owned). Authentication and
authorization (both subject

and device) are discrete
functions performed before a
session to an enterprise resource
is established.”
NIST’s Zero Trust Architecture
and principles align with the
objectives of higher-level DoD
data strategies and vision,
including the 2019 DoD Digital
Modernization Strategy and the
soon to be released Joint AllDomain Command and Control
(JADC2) strategy, important
to ensuring all the military
services and their partners
align their Zero Trust efforts
to a common standards-based
framework for improved
interoperability and data
security confidence.
The focus on a Zero Trust
environment means users and
their behavior become a primary
focus to ensure that they are
authorized to be on the network
and to access data wherever
it resides. In a fundamental
perspective shift, DoD
leadership no longer considers
the Department of Defense
Information Networks (DODIN)
to be the physical network
owned and managed by the
DoD—rather, the DODIN is
anywhere DoD information is
used, stored, and accessed. In
the DoD’s framework, at the
center of attention is the user,
transaction, application, and
device and how these engage
the network. Securing related
data through robust cybersecurity
capabilities and proper
cybersecurity meta tagging
are of utmost importance.

Requirements for a
successful Zero Trust
implementation
Integral to the success of a Zero
Trust Architecture will be the
ability to command and control
(C2) data in the cloud.
Automation will be key toward
helping network defenders be
quickly informed of possible
anomalous behavior or
suspected indications of
compromise. Additionally, AI
and big data will be essential to
unearth trends such as top-level
statistics to nuanced changes in
individual behavior. Network
defenders will need robust
dashboards to monitor the
digital landscape, and automated
responses approved for
immediate execution. Humans
will also need an ‘override’
capability if an operational
situation requires continued
access to the data in the event
of suspected compromise.
For the DODIN of the future,
and to ensure a holistic, scalable,
affordable, and operationally
executable cybersecurity
framework, it’s important to
implement the following Zero
Trust concepts:
Highest-assurance
authentication everywhere—
It is imperative that at least
one authentication factor
uses asymmetric public key
cryptography. Here, the
CAC and its Public Key
Infrastructure (PKI)
certificates provide a great
starting point, but FIDO2enabled hardware security
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keys such as the YubiKey offer
a more lightweight alternative
to PKI, and can bridge the gap
where the CAC may not be
easy or practical to use.
Leveraging behavioral
analytics—It is important to
complement the determinative
authentication layer provided
by PKI or FIDO2 with a
probabilistic layer that
leverages behavior analytics
to monitor how a credential is
being used. Effective analytic
systems are able to determine
if credentials are acting
abnormally, and can be
automated to take various
actions as well as enable
‘continuous authentication’.
In case a credential exhibits
behaviors that fall sufficiently
outside the baseline of
expected behavior, the system
can trigger an alert, ask for
additional forms of
authentication, or even curb
access and revoke privileges.
At their best, analytics should
be integrated with both the
authentication and access
platform, as well as the
Identity Governance and
Administration (IGA)
platform. This integration
can offer benefits far beyond
security. Additionally,
analytics can streamline
authentication and access
events, reducing friction
for users.
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Managing device “health”—
Ensuring that every device
used on the DODIN has either
been issued by DoD or by a
trusted party. For cases where
someone may bring their own
device, it is then managed
through Mobile Device
Management or a similar
capability. This is especially
critical as the Internet of
Things proliferates millions
of new end point devices.
Fine-grained authorization—
To ensure that people are only
accessing data, applications,
and systems that they have
been authorized for, and
ensuring that privilege cannot
be escalated without proper
controls, fine-grained
authorization is key, where
authorization is based on the
user’s approved roles and
permissions, and data
ontologies built to support
these. Roles should further
continue to be refined through
automation of the user’s
heuristics of data use.
The future of
authentication is now
As the DoD moves forward in
an increasingly complex data
environment, its policy,
acquisition of technology,
implementation, risk
understanding and acceptance,
and operating procedures must
transform. Technology
including FIDO2 compliant
hardware security keys such as

the YubiKey for authentication
and access control, and data
meta tagging, deliberately
implemented in the context
of a zero trust cybersecurity
architecture will ensure that
risks to mission from data
compromise are significantly
reduced. The workforce,
wherever they are, will be
secured and will contribute
to mission success.
About Yubico
Yubico sets new global standards
for simple and secure access to
computers, mobile devices,
servers, and internet accounts.
The company’s core invention,
the YubiKey, delivers strong
hardware protection, with a
simple touch, across any
number of IT systems and
online services. The YubiHSM,
Yubico’s ultra-portable hardware
security module, protects
sensitive data stored in servers.
Yubico is a leading contributor
to the FIDO2, WebAuthn, and
FIDO Universal 2nd Factor
open authentication standards,
and the company’s technology
is deployed and loved by 9
of the top 10 internet brands
and by millions of users in
160 countries.
Founded in 2007, Yubico is
privately held, with offices
in Sweden, UK, Germany,
USA, Australia, and Singapore.
For more information:
www.yubico.com
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Ciena Teacher Grant in Action

he AFCEA Educational Foundation was
thrilled to receive photos highlighting how
Melissa Blair Tracy, Odyssey Charter School,
Wilmington, Delaware, used her Ciena
Teacher Grant to promote STEM learning.
Tracy used her grant to purchase a Lettuce Grow
Farm Stand, a vertical, self-watering, self-fertilizing,
indoor hydroponic garden tower, for the school’s
Girls Grow Greens club. The girls grew lettuce,
donated around 40 pounds of produce and used

some of it to make a fresh salad at the end of the
school year. “Thank you for supporting this project,”
Tracy said.
“Girls Grow Greens provides students with an
empowering and hands-on learning opportunity to
be authentic STEM agents of change in our community,” she said. “We must encourage the next generation of female students to pursue STEM careers for
a more just world. It starts by providing meaningful
opportunities in the classroom,” added Tracy.

Find out more about Girls Grow Greens and how to start a program in your area at www.greengirlgrow.com.
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ProductQuest
Cybersecurity
GRIMM, located in Stafford, Virginia, has launched a new
cybersecurity service, the Private Vulnerability Disclosure (PVD) program. The PVD program features a threat
intelligence feed detailing high-impact vulnerabilities
identified by GRIMM’s internal research team. According
to the company, each PVD release includes full technical
documentation of the vulnerabilities, proof-of-concept
exploitation code for testing and verification, mitigation instructions and any indicators of compromise. The
releases enable blue teams to write robust mitigations and
detections against entire classes of attacks.
For more information, visit https://blog.grimm-co.com/
2021/03/get-ahead-of-unknown.html
or email pvd@grimm-co.com.
Boulder, Colorado-based LogRhythm is offering a critical
infrastructure cybersecurity solution to support security
operations centers (SOC). The so-called NextGen SIEM
[Security Information and Event Management] platform
accelerates threat detection and associated responses. It
allows SOC operators the ability to better correlate data
and improve their decision-making process during operations. “The new capabilities use a single view to tell a cohesive story around user and host data, making it easier to
gain proper insight needed to remediate security incidents
faster,” a company spokesperson said.
For more information, visit https://logrhythm.com/
products/nextgen-siem-platform

Drone Detection
Tektronix’s new solution automates drone detection.
The portable real-time spectrum analyzers manufactured by the Beaverton, Oregon, company scan for
burst signals in the 5.8 gigahertz band. Basic drone
detection can be performed with a Tektronix RSA306B
or RSA500 Series Spectrum Analyzer and Tektronix’s
DataVu-PC software. Users can also network multiple
real-time spectrum analyzers for fully autonomous
monitoring of the radio frequency spectrum.
For more information, visit tek.com

2 021
I NT EL L I G EN CE &
NAT I O N A L S E CUR ITY SUM MIT
Co-hosted by

September 13-14
Gaylord National Resort & Convention Center
National Harbor, MD

Don’t miss out! Join 1,500+ IC and national security colleagues at the nation’s
premier intelligence and national security conference.

#IntelSummit21 , sponsored by AFCEA International and the Intelligence and National
Security Alliance (INSA), offers powerful plenaries focused on mission critical priorities, engaging breakout
sessions with influential leaders from government, industry and academia; and an exhibit hall filled with
the latest technology innovations.
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new decade
new challenges

www.intelsummit.org
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AFCEAN of the Month
Lt. Col. Dan Swacina, USA (Ret.)
ATLANTA CHAPTER
Initially joining AFCEA to help his wife in her role as
chapter president, Lt. Col. Dan Swacina, USA (Ret.), has
been active in the Atlanta Chapter and continuously helps
AFCEA and its members. He assumed his official position as
treasurer assistant vice president to assist the primary treasurer who was unable to be present at all board meetings and chapter luncheons.
Col. Swacina has attended many chapter events over the last three years,
collecting payments and when the treasurer was absent, presenting reports.
He conferred with the treasurer on how to make the best use of funds, even
initiating the practice of working with speakers to donate their honorariums
to the chapter’s education fund.
Prior to the pandemic, Col. Swacina arrived early and ensured in-person
chapter luncheons were set up properly—the podium, audiovisual, etc.—and
distributed event programs. He also served the military by welcoming them and
seeing them off at the Atlanta Airport USO during Operation Block Leave when
approximately 2,500 Signal soldiers transited the airport over the holidays.
Col. Swacina and his wife worked with AFCEA International to establish and
fund an annual scholarship for female students in Georgia who chose a STEM
discipline in college. Col. Swacina served as liaison with AFCEA International
headquarters, the chapter, its regional vice president and the family when an
outstanding AFCEAN suddenly became mortally ill in 2018. Upon the passing
of this member, Col. Swacina provided transport and introductions for the staff
member representing AFCEA International at the funeral.
Since 2009, he has worked for Tiber Creek Consulting Inc., in Fairfax, Virginia. As a contractor, Col. Swacina continued to serve the Army as a senior
software engineer for manpower, personnel policy analysis and automation
support for the Army Reserve.
For his dedication to the chapter and the association, AFCEA is proud to
name Lt. Col. Dan Swacina, USA (Ret.), AFCEAN of the month.

New Sustaining Member
TYTO ATHENE LLC

510 Spring Street, Suite 200,
Herndon, VA 20170
(703) 885-7900
Website: https://gotyto.com
CEO: Chris Meilhammer
Business Focus: Tyto Athene is an information technology
(IT) services and solutions company that provides missionfocused digital transformation to enhance the client

New
Corporate
Members
Listed below are the latest
organizations to become
corporate members of AFCEA
International. A capabilities
statement for each new member
will be published in this issue
or in the future. A complete
list of corporate members is
available online at www.afcea.
org/membership/corporate/
corporates.jsp.
ADM Solutions Inc.
B&W International GmbH
B Technology LLC
Bell Textron Inc.
Deltek
GreakTech LLC
IA Analytica LLC
MongoDB Inc.
NetNumber Inc.
Oxford Computer Group
Research Innovations Inc.
Revolutionary Solutions LLC
SambaNova Systems
SNO Corp
Sol Firm LLC
Tectonix Federal LLC
Traction Jedi Technologies
Windhoff Software Services
GmbH

experience and enable them to achieve desired outcomes.
A full-service systems integrator, Tyto Athene offers a wide
range of network services and solutions including the design,
installation and support of hybrid cloud-based enterprise unified
communications, voice, 5G and next generation infrastructure.
Tyto Athene has more than 50 years of experience supporting
federal, state and local governments across the United States
and around the globe.
Products/Services: Networking; unified capabilities; managed
services; wireless; video; access control and surveillance; nextgeneration infrastructure; 5G; and hybrid cloud.
Clients: U.S. Department of Defense, civilian and intelligence
agencies.
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REGISTRATION IS NOW OPEN

The New Normal in Defence and Security What are the Latest Requirements and Solutions?

IN-PE

RSON

After the past period of COVID-19 restrictions and following the mission of AFCEA to connect people,
ideas and solutions, which it has successfully done for 75 years now, it is time to reconnect and discuss
new requirements, new concepts, new products and new solutions in-person. Such an exchange of
ideas should be offered in the closest proximity to where our governmental partners are located.
AFCEA Europe invites you to participate in AFCEA TechNet International #New Forum and Exhibition
14 - 15 September 2021 at The Square, right in the heart of Brussels and inform the NATO and EU IT
community based in Brussels and SHAPE about what technology your company has to offer.

TechNet International #New will feature:
#Technology – The industry exhibition is a unique opportunity to showcase and discuss your
product or service in-person to the attendees after the long period of no face-to-face contact.

#Networking – Meet specialists from national governments,

defence and security bodies, NATO and EU, as well as industry and academia.

#Developments, research and hot topics – During the conference sessions

and industry presentations, the following key topics and much more will be discussed:
• Cyber Security • C4ISR • Artificial Intelligence • Data Analytics • Cloud Services • 5G • And more

REGISTRATION IS NOW OPEN.

Event Partner

Deadline to submit an abstract is 16 August.
Exhibit and sponsorship opportunities,
industry demos: europe@afcea.org

More information: https://www.afcea.org/europe

ESD

Event supported by
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Corporate Capability Statements
The following new AFCEA corporate members have recently completed online capability listings.
See the full profiles of these and other AFCEA corporate members in searchable form at www.afcea.org/directories.

DELTEK

Administration (SBA). Its professional services include acquisition
life cycle support, financial management and program
management. Revolutionary Solutions’ founder created the
company to follow a vision and dream, by providing customer
service to its partners while delivering stellar support and added
value to help clients with their success. The passion lies in guiding
businesses of all sizes in navigating both commercial and federal
acquisition regulation process and procedures.
Products/Services: Government contracting services; contracts
management; GSA schedules; proposal services; project
management; accounting and implementation; due diligence;
compliance; and acquisition, financial and program management.
Clients: U.S. Army.
Business Focus: Woman-owned small business.

GIGATEC LLC

2100 Geng Road, #103, Palo Alto, CA 94303
(650) 263-1153 • Email: info@sambanova.ai
Website: sambanova.ai
CEO: Rodrigo Liang
Business Focus: Founded in 2017 in Palo Alto, California, to
create the next generation of computing, SambaNova Systems’
mission is to bring artificial intelligence (AI) innovations developed
in advanced research to organizations around the world.
Established by industry luminaries, hardware and software
design experts, and world-class innovators from Sun/Oracle and
Stanford University, SambaNova Systems aims to help bring AI
to everyone, everywhere. SambaNova Systems Reconfigurable
Dataflow Architecture is its software-defined hardware approach
that powers SambaNova Systems DataScale–from algorithms to
silicon.
Products/Services: Dataflow-as-a-Service: SambaNova now offers
its extensible machine learning services platform for language,
vision and recommendation delivered as a service. Developed
to help organizations deploy natural language processing, highresolution computer vision and recommendation system models,
the solution accelerates AI workloads. DataScale: SambaNova
Systems DataScale lets users break free from the constraints of
today’s legacy technologies by providing the core infrastructure
to run cutting-edge AI applications at scale from the data center
to the cloud and to the edge.

2291 Wood Oak Drive, Herndon, VA 20171
(800) 456-2009 • Website: www.deltek.com
CEO: Michael Corkery
Business Focus: Better software means better projects. Founded
in 1983, Deltek delivers software and information solutions that
enable superior levels of project intelligence, management and
collaboration. Deltek’s industry-focused expertise makes projects
successful and helps clients achieve performance that maximizes
productivity and revenue.
Products/Services: Small business; enterprise resources planning
(ERP) and professional services automation (PSA); information
management and collaboration; business development; project
and portfolio management; human capital management; and
Deltek technology platform.
9091 Snowden River Parkway, Columbia, MD 21046
Website: www.gigatec.net
CEO: Laura A. Randall
Business Focus: By thoroughly understanding complex customer
needs, Gigatec designs, delivers and supports high-quality
systems engineering solutions through strategic interagency
partnerships with the U.S. Defense Department, National
Security Agency, Department of Homeland Security and the
broader intelligence community. Gigatec’s experts are skilled in
advanced computer network monitoring and actively countering
attacks from hackers and cyber criminals. They can also support
organizations’ cybersecurity operations by customizing and
implementing proven security strategies and policies, and by
delivering employee training and stakeholder engagement. After
thoroughly understanding a client’s needs, experienced engineers
and architects will design and develop high performance
computing systems and software that serve a client’s mission at
the highest level. Gigatec will test, implement and integrate the
new system, then continue to provide technical advisory services
throughout the mission life cycle.
Products/Services: Cybersecurity, engineering and architecture,
and analytics and data science.
Business Type: Woman-owned small business.

OXFORD COMPUTER GROUP

22122 20th Avenue SE, Suite 158, Bothell, WA 98021
(877) 862-1617 • Email: info@oxfordcomputergroup.com
Website: www.oxfordcomputergroup.com
President: Steve Brugger
Business Focus: Oxford Computer Group (OCG) designs and
implements transformative identity, security and governance
solutions for its federal clients. OCG assesses architectures
and processes, and makes recommendations designed to
support strategic objectives and provide real business value. To
accelerate deployment, OCG uses proven methodology, best
practices and a unique library of code developed during projects.
Products/Services: Identity, credential and access management
(ICAM); zero trust security solutions; and managed platform
services in Microsoft Azure.
Clients: Federal, state and local government; financial services;
healthcare; education; manufacturing; and more.
Business Type: Small business.

REVOLUTIONARY SOLUTIONS LLC

12587 Fair Lakes Circle, Suite 500, Fairfax, VA 22033
(703) 815-6200 • Email: contact@rev-sols.com
Website: www.rev-sols.com
CEO: Rosemarie Floyd
Business Focus: Revolutionary Solutions LLC is a womanowned small business certified through the Small Business

SAMBANOVA SYSTEMS

WINDHOFF SOFTWARE SERVICES GMBH

Am Campus 17, 48712, Germany
+49 2542 95590 • Email: info@windhoff-group.de
Website: www.windhoff-group.de
CEO: Patrick Thoerner
Business Focus: Windhoff Software Services supports mediumsized and large companies with innovative solutions in the
areas of SAP business intelligence and data analytics, software
engineering and project management. In the Windhoff Group,
more than 250 employees are at your side, efficiently solving
demanding and complex tasks.
Products/Services: SAP business intelligence: Get the
information needed to be efficient and competitive with holistic
and standardized SAP BI solutions. Software engineering: As
a software consultancy, Windhoff Software Services supports
clients with a holistic service—from analysis, planning and
implementation to support individual software solutions.
Project management: Windhoff Software Services supports
clients’ project plans with its proven expertise and profound
methodological know-how, which is tailored specifically for client
needs.
Clients: BWI GmbH; Miele; T-Systems (Telekom); Siemens;
Comdirect Bank; FI [Finanz Informatik]; Sennheiser; Puma;
Beiersdorf; and Fresenius.
Business Type: Small business.
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AFCEA Sustaining Members*
A.M. Fadida Consulting
Abacus Technology
Corporation
Accenture
Aerospace Corporation, The
AT&T Government
Solutions
Avaya Government
Solutions
BAE Systems
BeyondTrust Inc.
Boeing Company, The
Booz Allen Hamilton
CA Technologies
CACI Inc.
Carahsoft Technology Corp.
CGI
Chenega MIOS
Cisco Systems Inc.
Cole Engineering Services
Inc.

Collins Aerospace
Comcast Business Services
CommScope
CommVault
Dell Technologies
Deloitte LLP
Ernst & Young (EY) GPS
FedData Technology
Solutions
Fortinet Inc.
General Dynamics IT
General Dynamics Mission
Systems
General Micro Systems Inc.
Google Inc.
GovTech
Guidehouse
Hewlett Packard Enterprise
HP Inc.
IBM Federal
Insperity

Intelsat General Corporation
Jacobs
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
L3Harris Technologies
Leidos
Lockheed Martin Corporation
Lumen Technologies Inc.
ManTech International Corp.
McAfee Inc.
Micro Focus US Inc.
Microsoft Corporation
MITRE Corporation, The
Motorola-U.S. Fed. Gov’t
Markets Div.
NEC Corporation of America
NetApp
Netscout Systems
NICE inContact
Noblis
Northrop Grumman
Corporation

NTT DATA Federal Services
Inc.
Oracle America Inc.
Parsons
Peraton
Perspecta
Poly
Raytheon Company
SAIC
Samsung Electronics
America
SAP Public Services
Serco Inc.
ServiceNow
Telos Corporation
Teradata Government
Systems
Tyto Athene LLC
USAA
Verizon
ViON Corporation

* List is current as of June 2, 2021. A complete list of AFCEA’s corporate members is available at www.afcea.org/membership.

SEPTEMBER 1, 2021, 1PM – 6:30PM
HYATT REGENCY TYSONS CORNER CENTER, VIENNA, VA
Discussions will revolve around challenges professional women in STEM careers
experience, from grade school through the college years and into entry in the
workforce, as well as potential solutions. This interactive event culminates with a panel
of senior career women sharing their personal journeys. Content will be invaluable for
women in their early- to mid-career and for both women and men interested in
discovering why more women are not embarking on and staying in a STEM career.

EVENT.AFCEA.ORG/STEMJOURNEY
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INTERNATIONAL

CHAPTER

NEWS
Edited by Megan Lee

EDITORIAL POLICY: Chapter News must
be received by the 20th of the month
two months prior to publication date.

Bethesda

Chapter Announces
InnovateIT Award Winners
The chapter has announced the winners
for the 2021 InnovateIT Awards program,
honoring individuals or groups in the federal civilian and health information technology (IT) markets who have combined
leadership with innovation to achieve tangible results in the areas of security, automation and modernization within their
organizations or across federal IT.
“This year’s InnovateIT awardees are
thought leaders who have demonstrated
innovative solutions that meet agency challenges and transform service to the citizen,” said Chapter President Naina Leo.
“AFCEA Bethesda is excited to recognize
these outstanding leaders who have managed cutting-edge initiatives that advance
the mission of their organizations or the
state of federal IT.”
The 2021 Innovate IT Award finalists
include the following:
Janet Vogel, chief information security officer, U.S. Department of Health and
Human Services, was awarded Government Innovation Leader of the Year. Cal
Zemelman, executive director, Data Science & Engineering Practice and Solutions
Innovation Office, CVP Corp., was awarded Industry Innovation Leader of the Year.
Christopher Boyd, chief, Biometrics & Person Centric Services Branch, Department
of Homeland Security, U.S. Citizenship
and Immigration Services, Office of Information Technology, Identity, Records and
National Security Delivery Division, was
awarded the Emerging Government Leader Award. The Security Innovation Leader-Government Award was given to the
National Vulnerability Database (NVD)
Team, which included: Robert Byers, NVD
tech lead, Security, Test, Validation and
Measurement Group, National Institute
of Standards and Technology (NIST),
Computer Security Division; Christopher
Turner, NVD analysis team lead, Security,
Test, Validation and Measurement Group,
NIST, Computer Security Division; and
David Waltermire, lead for standards and
outreach, Security Automation Program,
NIST, Cybersecurity Division. The Automation Innovation Leader-Government
was awarded to Darjan Vujica, director,
Analytics & Research Directorate, Global
Engagement Center, U.S. Department of
State. Finally, the Modernization Innovation Leader-Government was awarded

Chapter Hosts Student
Cybersecurity Competition
The national finals of the student competition of the
Czech Republic in cybersecurity organized by the Czech
Cyber Security Working Group of AFCEA and many governmental institutions and academic and professional organizations took place online in May.
The finals were attended by 44 of the best students from 25 primary, secondary
schools and universities, who competed in three age categories. Competitors made
it to the finals by successfully completing two online elimination rounds attended by
more than 3,700 students from almost 200 schools from all over the Czech Republic.
The national finals were broadcast live from the studio. They were organized by the
Czech Cyber Center with students from the Preslova Media House. During the ninehour educational broadcast, six professional discussion panels, nine professional presentations, 13 interviews and other live and pre-recorded sessions took place.
All finalists displayed excellent knowledge. The overall winner and the winner of
the high school category was Jan Kučera, SOŠ Březová, who scored 515 points. Adam
Ivora, Masaryk University in Brno, won in the category of students over the age of 20,
earning 501 points. Anna Jungmannova, Doctrina Elementary School, Liberec, won
the junior category of students under the age of 15, gaining 205 points.
The Summer School of Cyber Security will take place again in Brno, and the 27
finalists will be invited to participate. The chapter is preparing the summer school
program in cooperation with KYPO of Masaryk University in Brno, the University of
Defense and other state, academic and nonprofit organizations. The summer school
will include not only a program aimed at deepening students’ knowledge but also at
gaining new experience in teamwork. Students also will have the opportunity to meet
with the partners of the competition—potential future employers.
In September 2021, the sixth year of the competition will begin. The competition
continues to have three rounds. Its first “enlightenment” round will start online in September. The Pilsen Region will host the finals with the support of its innovation center
SIT Port, which is operated by the Information Technology Administration of the City
of Pilsen. The organizers are chosen based on previous experience. The chapter expects
the participation of several thousand students from all over the Czech Republic. Get
more information at www.kybersoutez.cz.

Czech

CZECH—In May, the chapter hosts the national finals of the student cybersecurity
competition, broadcast live from a television studio.

CZECH—Preparations take place backstage at the television studio during the student
cybersecurity competition in May.
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ECUADOR—In April, María Dolores Santos,
president, Ecuador Chapter, and Col. Roy V.
Rockwell, USAF, commander, Space Delta 6,
are guests for the Alamo Chapter’s event.
CENTRAL MARYLAND— In May, the chapter awarded scholarships to 21 recipients.

ECUADOR—In March, (first line, l-r) Lt. Col. Manuel “Manny” Ugarte, USA; Susan Emert, director,
individual membership and awards, Women in AFCEA; Mallory Arnold, executive vice president,
Aberdeen Chapter; Maria Dolores Santos, president, Ecuador Chapter; and chapter members
(second line, l-r) Jaime Endara, Patricio Salazar, Carlos Rodríguez and Bruce Schulte meet online.
ECUADOR—In
February, (first line,
l-r) Col. Ugarte,
Santos, Rodríguez,
Querembás,
(second line, l-r)
Endara, Diana
Velez, Denisse
Szmigiel, Juan
Hurtado, (third
line, l-r) Robert
Vargas and Salazar
assemble in a
virtual meeting.

ECUADOR—In March, (first line, l-r) Santos, Col. Ugarte, Endara, (second line, l-r) Oscar Ceville,
Querembás, Santiago and Pulgar enjoy an online meeting.
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ECUADOR—In April, Santos and guest
speaker Col. Rockwell present at the
International Chapter Highlight event.

ECUADOR—The Alamo Chapter’s thank
you letter expresses gratitude and thanks to
Santos for her participation in the April event.
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to David Catanoso, director, Enterprise
Cloud Solutions Office, U.S. Department
of Veterans Affairs.

Central Maryland
Scholarships Totaling $195K
Awarded to 21 Students

The chapter held its annual Awards
Night virtually in May, with over 200 people
attending. Jessica Morgenstern, chapter vice
president of scholarships, served as master
of ceremony. Sponsors helped make the presentations to the 21 students who received
scholarships totaling $195,000. At one point
in the meeting, the chapter boasted 52
people on the screen in total. This was an
impressive group. Each student responded
to a thought-provoking question giving the
audience some insight into their personalities and abilities.
GREATER OMAHA—Students from
First Baptist School (FBS), Plattsmouth,
Nebraska, participate in the Introduction
to Robotics class with instructor Brett
Bowser in May.

GREATER OMAHA—In May, students
from FBS use integrated development
environment equipment during their
robotics class.

GREATER OMAHA—In May, FBS
students benefit from a STEM grant
made possible by the chapter’s
STEM Grant Award Program.

Ecuador

Teamwork Between Chapters
Equates Community Opportunities
Since January, the Aberdeen and Ecuador
chapters have collaborated in several meetings. Susan Emert, AFCEA director, individual membership and awards, and Women
in AFCEA, contacted the Ecuador Chapter
about this working relationship.
The chapter is grateful for all the collaboration given by Lt. Col. Manuel “Manny”
Ugarte, USA, vice president of awards, Aberdeen Chapter. Bill Montgomery, chapter
president, Aberdeen Chapter, expressed his
excitement for an opportunity to collaborate
with AFCEA Ecuador.
Maria Dolores Santos, president, Ecuador Chapter, presented a general overview
of the chapter, how it began, membership
numbers, activities, events and individual
member achievements.
Col. Ugarte discussed his meeting with
the chapter’s Directorate of Strategic Planning and Management team and presented
the proposed chapter strategic plan.
In February, Mallory Arnold, executive
vice president, Aberdeen Chapter, explained
that chapters look for opportunities that
have value to the community in general.
The chapter also had the opportunity to
meet Denisse Szmigiel, technical director,
U.S. Army Combat Capabilities Development Command-Americas, Army Research
Lab, Army Research Office, and Juan
Hurtado, consulting director in science and
technology for the Southern Command.
Hurtado continues to offer his consulting
services in the private industry. Together
they will seek opportunities in science and
technology for the region.
In March, the chapter held the first
meeting between Aberdeen Chapter and
the Organization of American States
(OAS). The chapter predicts a close relationship with the OAS for the generation
of sustainable development projects, educational STEM programs for children,
microlearning, small businesses and professional education for women. The chapter is grateful for the support of Oscar
Ceville, consultant, OAS Department of
Sustainable Development, and Col. Ugarte,
as well as the participation of chapter

members Jaime Endara, Manuel Querembás, Santiago Pulgar and Santos.

Chapters Join Forces for
an International Event
In April, the Alamo Chapter invited
María Dolores Santos, president, Ecuador
Chapter, to participate in the Virtual Luncheon Program organized by Robert Licciardi, vice president for programs, Alamo
Chapter.
The members of the Ecuador Chapter got
the chance to be the first to attend this kind
of International Chapter Highlight as part of
the Alamo Chapter’s agenda.
Santos presented an introduction to the
Ecuador Chapter in which she discussed the
growth and development of the organization. This is part of an outreach to expand
the membership perspective regarding what
other chapters are doing. It was also a fantastic networking and online opportunity.
“Thank you very much for this invitation
to this first release of International Chapter
Highlight,” Santos said. “This type of opportunity improves the relationship and international cooperation between all of the 141
chapters that make up this great AFCEA
family. Greetings from the middle of the
world, Quito, Ecuador.” Santos gave a special
greeting to Alamo members, Col. Richard
Lipsey, USAF (Ret.), chapter president; Bill
Robinson, chapter vice president of membership; Licciardi, and all Alamo chapter
staff in attendance.
After that, the Alamo Chapter presented
a distinguished guest speaker, Col. Roy V.
Rockwell, USAF, commander, Space Delta 6.
Col. Rockwell discussed the U.S. Space Force
Cyberspace Roadmap.
The Ecuador Chapter is strengthening
relationship channels with the Alamo Chapter, making history and legacy an important
component of chapter development.
Santos received a thank-you letter from
the Alamo AFCEA Chapter, extending gratitude for providing an insightful look into
AFCEA Ecuador. “Attendee and sponsor
feedback was overwhelmingly positive and
reinforced what we knew going into it—that
this event would be superb and highly informative for all,” the letter stated.

Greater Omaha

Chapter STEM Grant
Benefits Students in Robotics
In May, students from First Baptist School
(FBS), Plattsmouth, Nebraska, that were
enrolled in the Introduction to Robotics
class with instructor Brett Bowser benefited
from a chapter STEM grant. The students
used a Raspberry Pi to program different
lighting sequences on a breadboard circuit
through the Thonny program (an integrated development environment). All equipment items were made possible through the
STEM grant awarded to FBS as part of the
chapter’s STEM Grants Award Program.

Lexington-Concord
Fuller Memorial Golf Tournament
Supports STEM Scholarships
The chapter held its annual Elmer J.
Fuller Memorial Golf Tournament in June
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LEXINGTON-CONCORD—Flight 1 first
place winners (l-r) Wes Denny, Kevin Sullivan
and Brian Fredrickson are all smiles after
beating the competition at the chapter’s
June golf tournament. Not pictured is
Charles Lannan, the team’s fourth.

LEXINGTON-CONCORD—Flight 2 first place
winners (l-r) Mike Magerman, Erin Donlan,
Mike Petroskey and Tom Dubois pose for a
group photo at the chapter’s annual Elmer J.
Fuller golf tournament in June.

at the Marlboro Country Club, Massachusetts. This event honored Fuller, a Hanscom Air Force Base (AFB) senior civilian
and staunch AFCEA supporter who served
as past chapter president and board chairman. Two flights from government and
industry participated in a shotgun scramble. A luncheon followed with a special
tribute recognizing long-time chapter volunteer and avid golfer Greg Doran, recently deceased. Golf committee co-chairs
Dave Burke, Hanscom AFB, and Tony
Blanchard, Google, awarded trophies to
Flight 1 and 2 winners, individual contest
winners (closest to the pin, longest putt,
etc.), and raffle winners. They concluded
by thanking the golf committee’s overall
coordinator, Jeff Katz, planning committee volunteers and the numerous sponsors
whose support helps raise thousands annually for the chapter’s education fund STEM
scholarships.

Los Angeles

Guest Speaker from
U.S. Space Force
Presents at Virtual Meeting

LEXINGTON-CONCORD—During the June golf
tournament, the chapter remembers long-time AFCEA
volunteer Greg Doran, who recently lost his courageous
battle with ALS. Doran served on every planning
committee for years and was integral to the success of
the chapter’s annual fall and spring golf tournaments.
He also served the community as a selfless volunteer
for Meals on Wheels, several other civic programs and
coached numerous youth sports teams.

LOS ANGELES—Col. Brian J.
Gamble, USSF, senior materiel
leader for the Multi-Domain
Awareness Division in the
Capability Integration Directorate
of the Space and Missile Center’s
Portfolio Architect Office, Los
Angeles, is the presenter for the
chapter’s May virtual event.

In May, Col. Brian J. Gamble, USSF,
senior materiel leader for the MultiDomain Awareness Division in the Capability Integration Directorate of the Space
and Missile Center’s Portfolio Architect
Office, Los Angeles, was the guest speaker
for the chapter’s virtual event.
Col. Gamble is responsible for mission area integration and weapon system
architecting in the remote sensing capability areas of missile warning and tracking, environmental monitoring and tactical intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance. He is also responsible for leading space acquisition integration into the
Advanced Battle Management System.
Prior to his current assignment, Col.
Gamble was chief of the Weapons Division
in the Global Power Programs Directorate, Office of the Assistant Secretary of
the Air Force for Acquisition, Technology
and Logistics, Headquarters U.S. Air Force,
Arlington, Virginia. He was responsible for
the acquisition planning, programming,
budgeting and execution of Air Force airto-ground munitions, air-to-air weapons
and special programs.

Ottawa
OTTAWA—The chapter’s three-day event sponsored by Microsoft is held in December 2020.

TURKIYE—Alim Rustem Aslan, professor
and head of Aeronautics and Astronautics,
Aerospace Engineering Department of
Istanbul Technical University, addresses
the webinar participants.
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TURKIYE—Suat Begec, associate
professor, University of Turkish
Aeronautical Association, addresses
the participants in the webinar on “War
Strategy in Residential Areas” in June.

Three-Day Event Features
Cloud Security Assessment
and Authorization
The chapter held a three-day event
sponsored by Microsoft Canada and covering the Canadian Security Assessment
and Authorization (SA&A) cloud certification process. The event addressed
topics such as SA&A Foundations, How
Hyperscale Changes the Context, Leveraging International Certifications and
SA&A Certifications Specifically for
Hyperscale Cloud. The chapter rounded
off the three-day event with a practitioner’s panel of the government of Canada
chief information security officers and
senior advisors.
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Turkiye

Chapter Holds Webinar on Space
Technologies and Homeland Security
In May, the chapter organized a webinar
on “Space Technologies and Homeland
Security.” At the beginning of the webinar,
Alim Rustem Aslan, professor and head
of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Aerospace Engineering Department of Istanbul
Technical University, gave a brief introduction about space technologies. This was
followed by an explanation of historical
and current developments in space studies
within Turkey. Aslan also emphasized the
relationship between space technologies
and national security and explained the
worldwide importance of the space technologies race and cooperation. The webinar concluded with the participants asking
and answering questions in the hope of
sharing their knowledge with others.

Aeronautical Expert Presents
Webinar on War Strategy
in Residential Areas
In June, participants enjoyed the talk on
“War Strategies in Residential Areas” presented by Suat Begec, associate professor,
University of Turkish Aeronautical Association. During the webinar, Begec explained
specific characteristics of the “Residential

Area Operation Environment.” This operation has gained importance where future
wars could occur and addresses various
military needs and strategies.
The presenter, who was a commanding
officer in the past, shared his experiences
gained from peacekeeping missions abroad
and discussed the needs of the soldiers
who will serve in future wars.

Despite a year in which all events were
virtual, the chapter still accomplished
educational and engaging events within
the community and donated $100,000 in
STEM scholarships in 2020. The chapter
plans to donate $236,000 this year thanks
to efforts from the board.

Washington DC

Chapter
News
Online

Chapter Recognized as
2021 Model Chapter
The chapter has been recognized by
AFCEA International as a 2021 Model
Chapter, an award that recognizes chapters for their overall structure, program of
activities and support to the association.
Chapters of AFCEA International are
eligible for the award as they meet goals
made in the previous calendar year, such
as increasing membership, raising more
than $100,000 in scholarships and expanding STEM opportunities to students in the
area.
“We are so grateful to AFCEA International for recognizing the outstanding
work and commitment of our members
that led to the chapter’s success in programming and philanthropy,” said Jo
Decker, chapter president.

For extended articles
and information on
how your chapter
can be published
in SIGNAL, visit
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On Point

Q&A

With Srini Iyer

Srini Iyer is the chief technology officer and
head of ManTech’s Innovation & Capabilities Office.

Q. How can the military secure data
at the edge to ensure reliability?
A. Most of our troops operate in a delayed, disconnected, intermittently connected, limited

bandwidth environment. Having access to real-time data and the ability to run complex
analytics on this data will give our troops a huge advantage. The approach developed by
our Innovation & Capabilities Office is one successful method. We call it D@tE—for Data
at the Edge. We can now run complex analytics at the edge, provide the ability to store and
process data at the edge, and more importantly, operate in a disconnected mode without
network connectivity. We use multiple techniques to protect the raw data and actionable
intelligence—from end-to-end encryption to implementing zero trust architecture. It
requires the ability to authenticate each user and end-user device based on pre-set policies.

Q. Where will artificial intelligence have
the greatest impact in the short term (five years)?
A. Several areas of artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning (ML) that look prom-

ising include: deep learning or AI-enabled offensive cyber weapons; autonomous drones;
and applications in command and control, logistics and ISR [intelligence, surveillance and
reconnaissance]. One area of growing interest in AI is the ability to send data from sensor
to shooter, directly from machine-to-machine at speed, traversing multiple domains. This
could drastically reduce the kill chain down to a few seconds. This capability will require a
complex web of technologies that include AI/ML, neural networks and computer vision.

Q. Other than
AI, what offers
the best hope
for speeding up
the processing of
intelligence data
into knowledge?
A. A number of variables

determine the best methodology: data type, data
source, data format and so
forth. Data curation plays
a big role in how the data
is ingested, processed and
presented. While AI/ML
offer data-driven automation, complementary
techniques like robotic
process automation provide
process-driven automation.
Both can be used in parallel
to achieve the best results.

Q. What do
you think is
the next great
technology trend?
A. Current encryption

technology (AES 256) is
more than 20 years old.
While quantum computing
is still in its infancy,
it offers the promise
of providing better
security and encryption
technologies. We will be
seeing more innovations
in the next few years in
the areas of post-quantum
cryptography, quantum
key distribution and
homomorphic encryption.

Q. What must the U.S. do to ensure that 5G is not
compromised by China and can be used by our military?
A. China’s 5G network infrastructure is in use all over the world. We need to take a very calculated and risk-based

approach to ensure confidentiality, integrity and availability of our 5G networks. Alternatively, we need to take the 5G battle
to China by leveraging of 5G’s current strengths and weaknesses and thinking ahead. A strength: 5G devices fitted with
SIM [subscriber identity module] cards encrypt each device’s IMSI [international mobile subscriber identity] number—an
effective deterrent to hacking. A weakness: 5G MIMO [multiple input/multiple output] signal channeling thwarts “direction
of arrival” monitoring, but applying advanced blind mobile location augmented by ray tracing and Sequential Monte Carlo
intensity filters fixes that issue. Finally, start working on 6G now—China is.
To share or comment on this article go to http://url.afcea.org/August21
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BATS-D — the world’s only handheld Link 16 radio.
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